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What is a Project?
 A project is a unique, transient Endeavour, undertaken

to achieve planned objectives, which could be defined

in terms of outputs, outcomes or benefits.
 A project is a logical group of tasks that are needed to

accomplish the set goals, in the expected time, with
the estimated cost and resources.

Project
 A project is a temporary venture that exists to produce

a defined outcome. Each project will have agreed and

unique objectives as well as its own project plan,
budget, timescale, deliverables and tasks. A project
may also involve people from different teams within an
organization who are brought together to accomplish a
specific goal.

Project
 A project is usually deemed to be a success if it

achieves the objectives according to their acceptance

criteria, within an agreed timescale and budget. Time,
cost and quality are the building blocks of every
project.

Project-Characteristics
 Unique in nature.
 Have definite objectives (goals) to achieve.
 Requires set of resources.
 Have a specific time frame for completion with a definite

start and finish.
 Involves risk and uncertainty.
 Requires cross-functional teams and interdisciplinary

approach.

Project Constraints
 Time: scheduling is a collection of techniques used to

develop and present schedules that show when work
will be performed.
 Cost: how are necessary funds acquired and finances

managed?
 Quality: how will fitness for purpose of

the

deliverables and management processes be assured?

What is Project Management?
 Project management can be defined as the discipline

of applying specific processes and principles to

initiate, plan, execute and manage the way that new
initiatives or changes are implemented within an
organization.

Project Management
 Project

management,

is

the

application

of

knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project

activities to meet the project requirements.

Project Management vs
Management
 Project management is the application of processes, methods, skills,

knowledge and experience to achieve specific project objectives according to
the project acceptance criteria within agreed parameters. Project management
has final deliverables that are constrained to a finite timescale and budget.
 A key factor that distinguishes project management from just 'management' is

that it has this final deliverable and a finite time span, unlike management
which is an ongoing process. Because of this a project professional needs a wide

range of skills; often technical skills, and certainly people management skills
and good business awareness.

Project Management vs
Management
 Project management is different to management

of business as usual activity, which is an ongoing

process, as it involves creating new work packages to
achieve agreed ends or go

Critical Success Factors
✓ Senior Management Commitment
✓ Communication of Strategic Objectives
✓ Strategically Aligned Investment Selection
✓ Governance
✓ Structured Project Management Discipline
✓ Risk & Performance Measurement
✓ Regular Portfolio Review & Monitoring

✓ Well-structured Approach and Fully Functional Toolset
✓ Balance of Investment
✓ Focus – Transforming Strategy into Operational Excellence

10 Mantras of a PM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Achieve better visibility and control of a project
Meet deadlines, stay within a budget
Use head and heart
Achieve high quality by meeting or exceeding expectations
Lower the cost of a project by accomplishing
=> More work in less time
=> Fewer resources
=> Without any sacrifice in quality
Provide guidelines and flexibility
Unify teams
Conflict/Resolution Framework
Proactive, not reactive
Institutionalize the effort

Successful Project Manager
Management
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Core Components of Project
Management
 Capturing project requirements, specifying quality of

the deliverables, estimating resources and timescales;
 Preparing a business case to justify the investment;
 Securing corporate agreement and funding;
 Developing and implementing a management plan for

the project;
 Leading and motivating the project delivery team

Core Components Of Project
Management
 Managing the risks, issues and changes on the project;
 Monitoring progress against plan;
 Managing the project budget;
 Maintaining communications with stakeholders and the

project organisation;
 Provider management;
 Closing the project in a controlled fashion when

appropriate.

Why Do We Use Project
Management?
 Project management is aimed at producing an end

product that will effect some change for the benefit of

the organisation that instigated the project. It is the
initiation, planning and control of a range of tasks
required to deliver this end product.

Why Do We Use Project
Management?
 Projects that require formal management are those that:
 produce something new or altered, tangible or intangible;

 have a finite timespan: a definite start and end;
 are likely to be complex in terms of work or groups

involved;
 require the management of change;
 require the management of risks.

When Do We Use Project
Management?
 Projects are separate from business-as-usual activities

and occur when an organization wants to deliver a

solution to set requirements within an agreed budget
and timeframe. Projects require a team of people to
come together temporarily to focus on specific project
objectives. As a result, effective teamwork is central to
successful projects.

When Do We Use Project
Management
 Projects require a team of people to come together

temporarily to focus on specific project objectives. As a

result, effective teamwork is central to successful
projects. Project management is concerned with
managing discrete packages of work to achieve specific
objectives. The way the work is managed depends
upon a wide variety of factors.

Who Uses Project Management
 Anyone and everyone manages projects, even if they aren’t formally

called a ‘project manager’. That’s a project we managed with a team of
people, and project management is life skill for all. More formally,

projects crop up in all industries and business:
 Transport and Infrastructure
 IT
 Product manufacture
 Building and Construction
 Finance and Law

Project Management Processes
 Project management processes fall into five








groups:
Initiating
Planning
Executing
Monitoring and Controlling
Closing

Project Management Phases
 Initiation:

This first stage of a project defines the business case, the justification
for the project, which will be used to ensure the project stays on track.

It also states what the project is intended to achieve, how that will be
achieved and the scope of the work; this is important for controlling
subsequent change requests. In this phase, those involved in the
project will be assigned their responsibilities.

Project Management Phases
 Planning
The project plan includes details about how the project work will be carried
out, how it will be monitored and controlled, how communication will be
facilitated and information about costs and timescales. But once a project is
underway it is typically the project schedule where most attention is focused.

All tasks need to be scheduled in the most efficient order to ensure tasks with
inter-dependencies are completed when required and to enable several tasks to
be performed in parallel. There are many project management tools available to
assist with scheduling, one of the most common being the Gantt Chart (again
more on that in a later post).
 Execution
The person or group assigned to carry out a task will need to know, in detail,
what the task involves as well as any dependencies and timescales, and will also
need to understand the criteria by which each task is deemed complete.

Project Management Processes
 Monitoring

Planning is carried out in the early stages of a project but there should be ongoing
monitoring to ensure the project remains on budget and schedule; that resources are
available and the expected benefits can be delivered. Estimates, deadlines and milestones
may need to be altered as the project progresses.
 Control

No project is without problems but the project manager needs to control them so they do

not adversely affect the end result. The control phase also deals with risk management.

Project Management Processes
 Closure

Once there is an approved end product the project can

be formally closed and a final review held to learn
from both the successes and the mistakes and take
that experience forward to the next project.

Project Life Cycle-Stages
• Initiation
• Planning

• Executing
• Controlling

• Closing

People And Behaviours In Project
Management
 Communication

Good communication is one of the most important factors affecting project success.
Many problems can be avoided if there is open, honest communication between
everyone involved on a project; written and verbal, formal and informal.

People management
A project manager is responsible for managing the individuals working on the project as
well as the tasks and risks. In complex projects there may be segregated levels of people
management but every project manager will have some responsibility for individuals.
That includes motivating people, delivering constructive feedback etc.

People And Behaviours In Project
Management
 Successful project managers do not interact with people

only when a process demands they do, but build
relationships with everyone involved on the project;
whether that is by the coffee machine or in a more formal
setting. They don't just listen to the voices of their team
members but actively seek their opinions and ideas. This
can be a challenge when team members are not all based in
the same location (or even country).

People and Behaviours In Project
Management
 There are so many elements of human nature that can either have a

positive or negative effect on a project's outcome that it is important to
handle them properly. For instance, resistance to change or people

conscripted unwillingly to work on a project – these issues cannot be
assigned tasks on the schedule but will surely have a negative effect if
not dealt with effectively. Equally, excitement about using some new
technology and enthusiasm from team members glad to have been

assigned to a project will go a long way to contributing to a successful
outcome even when other elements of the project are far from ideal.

People and Behaviours In Project
Management
 We often think the right sort of communication is the most important

of the soft skills a project manager needs; as much about listening to
people's ideas and opinions and understanding their concerns as

reporting project status accurately. It is about creating a team
environment where everyone feels their opinion is valued and where
honest discussion is encouraged. But effective communication is not
the only soft skill required by a project manager – there are many

others such as handling conflicts and being flexible to changing needs
but maybe more on that another time.

Project Manager
 The person who is responsible for overseeing a project

is the project manager. They develop a plan that meets

the stakeholders’ expectations and assembles a project
team. The project manager then monitors and controls
the execution of the project until a quality deliverable
is produced. This is often done with the aid of project
management software.

Project Manager Skills
 Project manager skills are responsible for realizing the

projects they work on, so they need a wide range of skills
including good verbal and written communication,
leadership, planning, problem solving, time management
and negotiation. As the project manager role now goes
beyond basic implementation of the project plan, they
also need good customer relations and business skills in
addition to their traditional capabilities.

Reasons
Why Projects Fail?
 Projects fail for a number of reasons: while it’s

dependent on the industries you are working in, there
are some reasons that are more prolific than others.
For example:
 Unclear scope and success criteria

 Lack of buy-in and engagement
 Lack of change management skills

Project Strategy
 ''Project strategy is a direction in a project that

contributes to success of the project in its environment.
 The term 'project management strategy' is used to mean

a strategy for management of a project to differentiate
the concept from a 'project strategy' which usually refers
to

a

high

level

given project's objectives.

plan

for

achieving

a

Strategic Fit
 The concept of fit has been viewed as an internal

consistency among key strategic decisions or the alignment
between strategic choices and critical contingencies with
the environment (external), organization (internal), or
both (external and internal).
 The strategic fit of the project portfolio is the degree to

which

the

sum

business strategy.

of

all

projects

reflects

the

Strategic Fit
 Strategic fit expresses the degree to which an

organization is matching its resources and capabilities

with the opportunities in the external environment. In
addition, strategic fit also examines the resource base
of the organization and explores how they can be
utilized to achieve maximum benefits.

Why is Strategic Fit Important?
 “Strategic

fit”

in

strategic

of

strategic

is

goals.

process

an
It

often-used
is

a

term

crucial

management.

...

part

By

achieving strategic fit, a company ensures its ability
to establish a balance between responsiveness and
efficiency that fulfills the demands of its target
customers.

Strategic Fit
 To achieve strategic fit companies need to bring

consistency between implied demand uncertainty and

supply chain responsiveness. For a high implied
demand uncertainty we need a responsive supply
chain and for a low implied demand uncertainty we
need an efficient supply chain.

Obstacles To Achieve Strategic Fit.
 Increasing variety of products.
 Decreasing product life cycles.

 Increasingly demanding customers.
 Fragmentation of supply chain ownership.

 Globalization.
 Difficulty executing new strategies.

Business Development
 Business development entails tasks and processes to

develop and implement growth opportunities within

and between organizations. It is a subset of the fields
of

business

,commerce

&organizational

theory.

Business development is the creation of long-term
value for an organization from customers, markets and
relationships.

Business Development
 Business development can be taken to mean any

activity by either a small or large organization, non-

profit or for-profit enterprise which serves the purpose
of ‘developing’ the business in some way. In addition,
business development activities can be done internally
or externally by a business development consultant.

Business Development
 External business development can be facilitated

through Planning Systems, which are put in place by

governments to help small businesses. In addition,
reputation building has also proven to help facilitate
business development.

Business Development
 In the simplest terms, business development can be

summarized as the ideas, initiatives, and activities that

help make a business better. This includes increasing
revenues, growth in terms of business expansion,
increasing profitability by building strategic partnerships
and making strategic business decisions.

Industrial vs Agricultural Projects
 Industrial Projects: Depends on Market\man
 Agricultural Projects: Depends on seasonal

fluctuations

Agricultural Project
 Agricultural project means the acquisition of stocks

(including seeds or seedlings), and the preparation,

planting, care and harvesting, whether on owned or
leased real property, of crops for use as feedstock for
any Industrial Projects owned or intended to be
acquired or developed by the Company, together with
any ..

Agricultural Project
 The main aim or interest is total returns or productivity or

profitability to the whole society or economy. Regardless of who
invests and who gets the benefit.
 Capital resources should be invested where there are maximum

economic growth and yields higher social or economic returns.
The project which gives maximum return to capital is given high
priority.

Agricultural Project
 The

economic

analysis

basically

allows

for

remuneration to labour and other inputs at market
prices or shadow prices which are intended to approximate true opportunity costs. Everything leftover is
then compared to the capital needs necessary for the

project.

Infrastructure Projects and
Industrial Projects
 Infrastructure projects are executed in widely spread area and

have direct interface with the public. For example, highway road
projects or hydro power projects or transmission line project or

wind power project are spread over tens of square kilometers.
And in many cases they are spread over hundreds of square
kilometers with no or very little control over activities in entire

area.
 Industrial projects are confined to four boundaries and there is

better control.

Infrastructure Projects and
Industrial Projects
 The second difference between infrastructure projects and industrial projects is

the nature and number of activities involved in the engineering and
construction. Generally, infrastructure project, although executed in wide and
large areas have simpler engineering processes and methods. For example, road

construction, transmission line, solar power project, wind power projects or
canal project have standard and established engineering processes and the
work is repetitive and modular in nature. In comparison, construction of a
Thermal power plant will have multiple drawings, designers, vendors and

disciplines. Project time line charts and schedules run in multiple pages,
graphs and charts.

Infrastructure Projects and
Industrial Projects
 The root cause for delay in industrial projects can be ascertained with a

higher degree of certainty as the relationships are well established,
documented and understood mathematically. In the case of

infrastructure projects however, the root cause of uncertainty comes
mainly from subjectivity involved in the projects due to external factors
over which the project owner has no control or little control. This leads
to another problem of not being able to foresee and predict delay due

to external factors like social, political or local issues well in advance,
which in turn leads to sudden stress on companies and their project
teams.

Infrastructure Projects and
Industrial Projects
 The nature of delay is more subjective in infrastructure

projects compared to industrial projects. And project

owners thus need to address concerns of execution
teams and design organizations.

Industry Analysis
 Industry analysis is a tool that many businesses use to

assess the market. It is used by market analysts, as well
as
the

by

business
industry

owners,
dynamics

to

figure
work

out

how

for

the

specific industry studied. Industry analysis helps the

analyst develop strong sense of what is going on in
the industry.

Industry Analysis
 Industry analysis—also known as Porter’s Five Forces Analysis—

is a very useful tool for business strategists. It is based on the
observation that profit margins vary between industries, which

can be explained by the structure of an industry.
 The Five Forces primary purpose is to determine the

attractiveness of an industry. However, the analysis also provides

a starting point for formulating strategy and understanding the
competitive landscape in which a company operates.

Five Forces Analysis

Five Forces Analysis
The framework for the Five Forces Analysis consists of these competitive forces:
 Industry rivalry (degree of competition among existing firms)—intense competition

leads to reduced profit potential for companies in the same industry
 Threat of substitutes (products or services)—availability of substitute products will limit

your ability to raise prices
 Bargaining power of buyers—powerful buyers have a significant impact on prices
 Bargaining power of suppliers—powerful suppliers can demand premium prices and

limit your profit
 Barriers to entry (threat of new entrants)—act as a deterrent against new competitors

Industry Analysis As A Tool To
Develop A Competitive Strategy
 Industry analysis enables a company to develop a

competitive strategy that best defends against the

competitive forces or influences them in its favour. The
key to developing a competitive strategy is to
understand the sources of the competitive forces.

Project Identification
 The purpose of project identification is to develop a

preliminary proposal for the most appropriate set of

interventions and course of action, within specific
time and budget frames, to address a specific
development goal in a particular region or setting.

Project Identification
 Project identification is an important step in project

formulation. These are conceived with the objective of
meeting the market demand, exploiting natural resources
or creating wealth. The project ideas for developmental
projects come mainly from the national planning process,
where

as

industrial

projects

usually

identification of commercial prospects
potential.

stem

from

and profit

Project Identification
 As projects are a means to achieving certain objectives, there may be

several alternative projects that will meat these objectives. It is
important to indicate all the other alternatives considered with
justification

in

favour of

the specific

project

proposed

for

consideration.
 Sectoral

studies, opportunity studies, support studies, project

identification essentially focuses on screening the number of project

ideas that come up based on information and data available and based
on expert opinions and to come up with a limited number of project
options which are promising.

Project Formulation
 “Project Formulation” is the processes of presenting a

project idea in a form in which it can be subjected to

comparative appraisals for the purpose of determining
in definitive terms the priority that should be attached
to a project under sever resource constraints.

Project Formulation-Steps


PROJECT FORMULATION
↓



OPPORTUNITY STUDIES/Support Studies
↓



IDENTIFICATION OF PRODUCT/SERVICE
↓



PREFEASIBILITY STUDY
↓



FEASIBILITY STUDY (TECHNO ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY)

↓


PROJECT APPRAISAL
↓



DETAILED PROJECT REPORT

Opportunity Studies
 An opportunity study identifies investment opportunities

and is normally undertaken at macro level by agencies
involved in economic planning and development. In
general opportunity studies there are three types of study –
Area Study, sectoral and Sub-sectoral Studies and Resource
Based Studies. Opportunity Studies and Support studies
provide sound basis for project identification.

Pre Feasibility
Studies/Opportunity Studies
 A pre-feasibility study should be viewed as an intermediate stage

between a project opportunity study and a detailed feasibility study, the
difference being primarily the extent of details of the information

obtained. It is the process of gathering facts and opinions pertaining to
the project. This information is then vetted for the purpose of
tentatively determining whether the project idea is worth pursuing
furthering. Pre

feasibility study lays stress on assessing

market

potential, magnitude of investment, , technical feasibility, financial
analysis, risk analysis etc.

Pre Feasibility
Studies/Opportunity Studies
 The breadth and depth of pre feasibility depend upon

the time available and the confidence of the decision
maker. Pre feasibility studies help in preparing a
project profile for presentation to various stakeholders
including funding agencies to solicit their support to
the project. It also throws light on aspects of the
project that are critical in nature and necessitate
further investigation through functional support
studies.

Support Studies
 Support studies are carried out before commissioning pre

feasibility or a feasibility study of projects requiring largescale investments. These studies also form an integral part
of the feasibility studies. They cover one or more critical
aspects of project in detail. The contents of the Support
Study vary depending on the nature of the study and the
project contemplated. Since it relates to a vital aspect of the
project the conclusions should be clear enough to give a
direction to the subsequent stage of project preparation.

Feasibility Study
 Feasibility

Study

forms

the

backbone

of

Project

Formulation and presents a balanced picture incorporating
all aspects of possible concern. The study investigates

practicalities, ways of achieving objectives, strategy
options, methodology, and predict likely outcome, risk and
the consequences of each course of action. It becomes the

foundation on which project definition and rationale will
be based so that the quality is reflected in subsequent
project activity.

Feasibility Study
 A well conducted study provides a sound base for

decisions,

clarifications

of

objectives,

logical

planning, minimal risk, and a successful cost effective
project. Assessing feasibility of a proposal requires
understanding of the STEEP factors. These are as

under Social, Technological, Ecological, Economic,
and Political.

Feasibility Study
 A feasibility study is not an end in itself but only a

means to arrive at an investment decision. The
preparation of a feasibility study report is often made
difficulty by the number of alternatives (regarding the
choice

of

technology,

plant

capacity,

location,

financing etc.) and assumptions on which the
decisions are made.

Feasibility Study
The project feasibility studies focus on
 Economic and Market Analysis
 Technical Analysis
 Market Analysis
 Financial Analysis
 Economic Benefits
 Project Risk and Uncertainty
 Management Aspects

Economic and Market Analysis
 In the recent years the market analysis has undergone a

paradigm shift. The demand forecast and projection of

demand supply gap for products / services can no longer
be based on extrapolation of past trends using statistical
tools and techniques. One has to look at multiple
parameters that influence the market. Demand projections
are to be made keeping in view all possible developments.

Economic and Market Analysis
 Review of the projects executed over the years suggests

that

many

projects

have

failed

not

because

of

technological and financial problems but mainly because
of the fact that the projects ignored customer requirements
and market forces.

Economic and Market Analysis
 In market analysis a number of factors need to be

considered covering – product specifications, pricing,
channels of distribution, trade practices, threat of
substitutes, domestic and international competition,
opportunities for exports etc. It should aim at
providing analysis of future market scenario so that
the decision on project investment can be taken in an
objective manner keeping in view the market risk and
uncertainty

Technical Analysis
 Technical analysis is based on the description of the

product and specifications and also the requirements of
quality standards. The analysis encompasses available
alternative technologies, selection of the most appropriate
technology in terms of optimum combination of project

components, implications of the acquisition of technology,
and contractual aspects of licensing.

Technical Analysis
 Special attention is given to technical dimensions such

as in project selection. The technology chosen should

also keep in view the requirements of raw materials
and other inputs in terms of quality and should ensure
that the cost of production would be competitive.

Environmental Impact Studies
 All

most

all

projects

have

some

impact

on

environment. Current concern of environmental

quality requires the environmental clearance for all
projects. Therefore environ impact analysis needs to be
undertaken before commencement of feasibility study.

Objectives of Environmental
Impact Studies
 To

identify

and

resources/values

describe

(ER/Vs)

or

the

environmental

the

environmental

attributes (EA) which will be affected by the project
(in a quantified manner as far as possible).
 To describe, measure and assess the environmental

effects that the proposed project will have on the
ER/Vs.

Objectives of Environmental
Impact Studies
 To describe the alternatives to the proposed project which

could accomplish the same results but with a different set
of environmental effects
 The

environmental

impact studies

would

facilitate

providing necessary remedial measures in terms of the

equipments and facilities to be provided in the project to
comply with the environmental regulation specifications.

Financial Analysis
 The Financial Analysis, examines the viability of the project from financial or

commercial considerations and indicates the return on the investments. Some
of the commonly used techniques for financial analysis are as follows.
➢ Pay-back period.

➢ Return on Investment (ROI)
➢ Net Present Value (NPV)
➢ Profitability Index(PI)/Benefit Cost Ratio
➢ Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

Pay-Back Period
 This is the simplest of all methods and calculates the

time required to recover the initial project investment
out of the subsequent cash flow. It is computed by
dividing the investment amount by the sum of the
annual returns (income – expenditure) until it is equal

to the capital cost.

Pay-Back Period
 The drawback in this method is that it ignores any

return received after the payback period and assumes
equal

value

for

the

irrespective of the time.

income

and

expenditure

Pay-Back Period
 It is also possible that projects with high return on

investments beyond the pay-back period may not get
the deserved importance i.e., two projects having same
pay-back period – one giving no return and the other
providing large return after pay-back period will be

treated equally, which is logically not correct.

Return on Investment (ROI)
 The ROI is the annual return as percentage of the

initial investment and is computed by dividing the

annual return with investment. It is calculation is
simple when the return is uniform.

Return on Investment (ROI)
 Computation of ROI also suffers from similar

limitation as of pay-back period. It does not
differentiate between two projects one yielding
immediate return (lift irrigation project) and another
project where return is received after some gestation
period say about 2-3 years (developing new variety of
crop).

Return on Investment (ROI)
 Both the pay-back period and ROI are simple ones and

more suited for quick analysis of the projects and

sometimes provide inadequate measures of project
viability. It is desirable to use these methods in
conjunction with other discounted cash flow methods
such as Net Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of
Return (IRR) and Benefit-Cost ratio

Discounted Cash Flow Analysis
 The principle of discounting is the reverse of

compounding and takes the value of money over time.
 The computed discount factor tables are also available

for ready reference. In the financial analysis the
present value is computed for both investment and

returns. The results are presented in three different
measures ie. NPV, B-C Ratio, and IRR.

Net Present Value (NPV)
 Net Present Value is considered as one of the important

measure for deciding the financial viability of a project.
The sum of discounted values of the stream of investments

in different years of project implementation gives present
value of the cost (say C). Similarly sum of discounted
returns yields the present value of benefits (say B). The net
present value (NPV) of the project is the difference
between these two values (B- C). Higher the value of NPV
is always desirable for a project.

Benefit-Cost Ratio (B-C Ratio) or
Profitability Index (PI)
 The B-C Ratio also referred as Profitability Index (PI),

reflect the profitability of a project and computed as

the ratio of total present value of the returns to the
total present value of the investments (B/C). Higher
the ratio better is the return.

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
 Internal Rate of Return (IRR) indicates the limit or the rate

of discount at which the project total present value of
return (B) equals to total present value of investments ( C )
i.e. B-C= Zero. In other words it is the discount rate at
which the NPV of the project is zero. The IRR is computed
by iteration i.e. Computing NPV at different discount rate
till the value is nearly zero. It is desirable to have projects
with higher IRR.

Needs Analysis
 Conducting a Needs Analysis in order to:
❖ Identify, describe and challenge your customers' current and

future needs.
❖ Take into account the project environment, constraints and

risks.
❖ Clarify the scope of the project and the functions to include.
❖ Provide information to produce functional specifications.

Needs Assessment
 A needs assessment is a systematic process for

determining and addressing needs, or “gaps” between

current conditions and desired conditions or “wants”.
In Project Management, needs assessment work is
undertaken before program or project work begins,

therefore it is said to involve the project initiation
phase.

Needs Analysis-Steps
 Step 1: Determine the Desired Outcome. The first

step is to identify the desired performance standard or
business outcome.
 Step 2: Determine the Current Outcome.
 Step 3: Determine the Cause of the Performance Gap,

and Offer Solutions.

Project Resources
 Project resources are the people, capital, and/or

material goods required for the successful execution

and completion of a project. In a nutshell: project
resources are what you depend on to get work done.

Product Innovation and Project
Management
 All product innovations include three dimensions that

collectively define the degree of innovativeness of a
product. The first dimension is that of the technology

architecture, which are innovations in how the product
functions. The second is market selection, which is the
segmenting of the market and positioning of the product.

The third dimension of innovation involves methods for
producing the product, the production competencies of
the organization.

Product Innovation and Project
Management
 Production competencies determine the cost of the

product, and its quality. Collectively these dimensions

describe the customer value and company value
propositions, helping to explain product success and
failure

Product Innovation and Project
Management
 Product development team members often become

“feature

creatures,”

focused

on

the

physical

representation of the product proposition. They find it
easier to cope with tangible product features than to
understand the abstract propositions of customer
value and company value.

Product Innovation and Project
Management
 The project manager has two critical

product

development roles in working with the abstractions of

strategy: as Translator and as Challenger of Strategy.

Strategy Translator Role


Innovation involves fundamental uncertainties about
product

technology,

market

behavior,

production

capabilities, and customer requirements. Rework and waste
often occur when the project team does not understand the
product strategy. The strategy translator role involves
interpreting product vision into the concrete technical
language for individual participants, and supporting with
teaching and coaching behaviors.

Strategy Challenger Role
 The project team fits the product offering to the customer

and the market. Project managers must help organizations
avoid

wasting

resources

on

ill-advised

product

opportunities. They must actively challenge the product
strategy. A “best practice” is to allow and encourage the
project team to say NO! when there is a mismatch between
intent and capability. Indicators for the mismatch can
include changed strategy objectives, adequate resources
and over-committed resources.

Research & Development (R&D)
 Research & Development (R&D) includes activities

that companies undertake to innovate and introduce

new products and services. The goal is typically to take
new products and services to market and add to the
company's bottom line.

Research & Development
 Research & Development is an ability to conduct

different type of research and use created knowledge
for product and technology development. Therefore,
pure research and innovative activities together with
rational use of costs and optimisation of products is

abbreviated as R&D.

Benefits of R&D Project
Management
 First of all, project management approach manages to

cope with R&D uncertainties via helping in objective
setting. Planning techniques help manage time and
resources and assist the team with:
❑ Seeing the big picture
❑ Better understanding difficult tasks ahead and when

they will happen.
❑ Putting first things first by prioritising important tasks
above less important tasks.

Benefits of R&D Project
Management
 Minimizing efforts on unfruitful side tracks
 staying focused on the objectives

 making better estimates of time and resource needs
 improving communication among key personnel • seeing

the need to look at alternative approaches or technologies
 making better decisions when dealing with trade-offs

between time, performance and resource constraints .

Two-Stage Approach To R&D
Project Management

Project Implementation
 Project Implementation – also known as project delivery or

execution.
 Project implementation is about managing resources to

deliver products, or deliverables. The fundamental concern is to
follow the plan and to monitor and control work, ensuring that
delivery is:
➢ to schedule
➢ on budget
➢ meeting the quality standards

Project Implementation-Meaning
 Process whereby “project inputs are converted to

project outputs”. May be looked at as:
 Putting in action the activities of the project.
 Putting into practice what was proposed in

project document (i.e. transforming the

the

project

proposal into the actual project.)
 Management of the project or executing the project

intentions.

Project Implementation
 Implementation usually done by implementing

agency

(organization) that prepared the project and received funding
for it.
▪

Other

organizations

that

participate

in

the

implementation of the project :
 By way of collaboration, say by according good working

relationship, extending technical advice or seconding their
staff to the project are referred to as co-operating agencies

Project Implementation Phase
 Project activation, and
 Project operation

▪ Project activation
This means making arrangements to have the project

started. It involves coordination and
resources to make project operational.

allocation of

Project Implementation Phase
 Project operation: This is practical management of a

project. Here,

project inputs are transformed into

outputs to achieve immediate objectives

Approaches to Project
Implementation
▪ Top-down approach
Implementation mainly done by agencies from outside the community with limited
involvement by the beneficiaries.

▪ Bottom-up approach
Beneficiaries implement the project. Outside agencies may provide the financial
resources and technical assistance.

▪ Collaborative participatory approach
Both top-down and bottom-up approaches to project implementation are applied in
the process.

Factors Affecting Project
Implementation
 Political Commitment
 Simplicity of Design
 Careful preparation
 Good management

 Involvement of beneficiaries/community

Factors Affecting Project
Implementation
 Factors and problems that lead to failure of Projects
o Financial Problems
o Management problems

o Technical problems
o Political problems

Factors Affecting Project
Implementation
 Other typical implementation problems :
➢

Poor scheduling of projects leading to delays in implementation.

➢

Misallocation of funds

➢ Delay and sometimes lack of counterpart funding
➢ Lack of accountability and transparency
➢

Bureaucracy in decision-making.

➢

Selfishness/nepotism/favoritism by some project managers.

Factors Affecting Project
Implementation
Other typical implementation problems :
➢ Weak monitoring systems
➢

Natural calamities like drought, earthquakes, landslides, and hailstorms.

➢

Policy changes

➢

Migration of beneficiaries

➢ Lack of team work
➢

Lack of incentives for implementers. Etc.

Technology Forecasting
 According to Landford, (1972)technology forecasting is the

prediction or determination of the feasible or desirable
characteristics of performance parameters in future

technologies. If a forecast is not useful for making better
decisions, it might be considered as worthless. Planning
based on well drawn forecasts would deal with actions to

be taken in the present, so as to achieve a desired future.
Generally, two approaches are used for technology
forecasting.

Approaches of Technology
Forecasting
a)

EXPLORATORY: In this technique, the technological capabilities
of the past are analysed taking into account the dynamic progression
and then present is evaluated looking forward to the future.

b)

NORMATIVE: In this technique, the need is first identified and then
the technologies are pushed into that direction. In other words, this
approach begins from the future and works out desired landmarks
backwards to the present data.

Methodologies of Technology
Forecasting
 Qualitative Techniques
 Quantitative Techniques

 Causal Methods

Qualitative Techniques
 Brain storming
 Delphi technique
 Analytical hierarchy process (AHP)

Quantitative techniques
 Regression model
 Trend projection

 Box-Jenkins model

Choice of Technology and
Appraisal
 The make or buy decisions lead to the finalization of

various inputs and their processing and assembly
requirements. The next technological decision concerns
the choice of technology for these processes. In the
ultimate analysis, this choice may be seen as a choice of the
mix of capital and labour as the two principal factors of
production. A certain degree of substitution is possible,
between capital and labour.

Choice of Technology and
Appraisal
 Modern high tech. equipment and processes are usually

more automated, require much less labour, but are more
costly. On the other hand traditional equipment and
process are less automated required more labour but are
less costly. The trade-off lies between high capital and low

labour cost on the one hand; and low capital and high
labour costs on the other.

Choice of Technology and
Appraisal
 In addition to factor costs and their relative proportions, other

considerations like scale of operations, quality and level of skills
required, also influence the choice of technology decisions. Depending

upon the market share and capacity forecasts, a particular level of
technology may be the optimum choice. High tech High volume EPT
may not be suitable when the overall demand projections do not
indicate such high volumes of consumptions. Non-availability of

adequately skilled labour for operating and maintaining high tech
equipment and processes have often led to sub-optimal use of such
facilities.

Choice of Technology and
Appraisal
 For example, modern machinery may have automatic lubricating

system, with functional interlocks which automatically stops the
machine, when the lubrication system fails. These have been instances,

when plant authorities have removed such interlocks, when they were
unable to maintain the lubrication system and still wanted to carry on
with the machine operations, with a view to achieving production
targets. Such short term measures cause irreparable damage to plant

and equipment. These factors, coupled with the abundant supply of
labour, has given rise to the concept of an "Appropriate Technology

Choice of Technology and
Appraisal
 Whenever one considers adoption of a relatively new technology, the

question of its reliability comes up. The decision maker is eager to
know the experiences of other users in the use of similar technologies.

Are the claims made by the suppliers substantiated by actual users'
experiences? Normally one has to look beyond the boundaries of one's
own country, for such information. Reputed provides of new
technologies often realise this need and provides the experiences of

their other customers, specially if requested. This choice lies between
the so-called "proven technology" and later developments.

Choice of Technology and
Appraisal
 The choice of technology is, therefore, a complex task,

requiring a wide knowledge and. information about
different options and their advantages and disadvantages.
These are to be matched with the skills and competitors
available, desired scale of operations, the competitive
posture of the enterprise. Finally, it is a well considered
judgement only on the part of the project authorities,
which decides this ticklish issue.

Equipment and Process
Technology
 After laying down the broad choice of EPT, the DPR

(detailed Project Report) must now provide as much

detailed specifications as may be required for actual
tenders to be invited or the supply, (supervision of)
erection, commissioning and guarantee tests of
complete plant and equipment for the project.

Equipment and Process
Technology
The totally of requirements may be broadly classified into the following
categories:
 Main plant and equipment
 Materials handling and storage
 Packaging and distribution equipment and facilities
 Utilities like power, fuel, air, gases, steam, water etc.
 Pollution control and effluent disposal systems

 Services like canteen, medical, drainage and sewerage, roads, railways, offices,

fire protection equipment etc.
 Township and related facilities

Detailed Project Report (DPR)
 Once the projects are appraised and the investment

decisions are made a Detailed Project Report (DPR) is

prepared. It provides all the relevant details including
design drawings, specifications, detailed cost estimates
etc. and this would act as a blue print for project
implementation.

Technology Transfer
 Technology transfer is a process of acquiring technologies and

the use of knowledge.

The term technology transfer means

nothing unless the knowledge of technology is put into use. The

key factors in the technology transfer includes:➢

Transportation of technology (i.e. one condition to other)

➢

Sense of opportunism

➢ Embracing rich variety of mechanism and relationships between
donor and acceptor.

Feasibility Study
• Feasibility

Study

evaluates

the

project's

potential for success.
• Feasibility Study is an analysis of the viability of anA

idea. It ensures that a project is legally and
technically feasible and economically justifiable.
• A feasibility study always focus on the practically of

an idea according to identifying possible problems.

Technical Feasibility
• Technical Feasibility assessment is focused on the present

technical resource available in the organization.
• It studies if the technical resources including the technical

team are capable of converting the ideas into working
system.
• It also evaluates the hardware and the software requirement

of the proposed system.

Technical Feasibility
➢ Technical feasibility analysis is an attempt to study the project basically from a

technician’s angle.
➢ The main aspect to be considered under this study are:
▪ Technology of the project
▪ Size of the plant
▪ Location of the project
▪ Pollution caused by the project

▪ Production capacity of the project
▪ Strength of the project

Technical Feasibility
• Emergency or stand by facilities required by the project

sophistication such as automation
• Mechanical handling
• Required collaboration agreements

• Production inputs and implementation of the project

Primary task of Technical
Feasibility
❖

Manpower Needs

❖

Resources, and Design

❖

Provide Design Alternatives

❖ A Choice of Available Technologies, & Cost estimates

for each alternative.

Main Component Of Technical
Analysis
❖Manufacturing

process/technology:-

For

manufacturing a product often two or more
alternative technologies are available. For example,
▪ Soap can be made by the semi-boiled process or the fully

boiled process.
▪ Soda can be made by the electrolysis method or

chemical method.

the

Latest Development
• The technology adopted must be based on the
latest developments to time to time.
• Old technology in Agriculture field

New technology in
Agriculture field

Location and Site
• Location and site of any company or project is very
essential part of technical feasibility.
• The choice of location and site follows an
assessment of demand, size, and input
requirement of any project or company.

• Location and sizes are closely inter-related

Machineries and Equipments
• The requirement of Machineries and equipments is dependent
on production technology and plant

capacity. It is also

influenced by the which type of project.
• The equipment required for the project may be classified

into the following types:
▪ Plant process equipment
▪ Mechanical equipment

▪ Electrical equipment
▪ Internal transportation system

Example of Agriculture Equipment For
Agriculture Project For Any Firm

Infrastructure
 AN INFRASTRUCTURE IS THE BASIC, underlying

framework

or

features

of

an

organization

or

system. Project management requires a framework
made

up

of

product,

people,

processes,

(organizational) platforms within an enterprise.

and

Material Input and Utilities
• Material inputs and utilities are broadly classified into four categories:
– Raw materials

• Agricultural products
• Mineral products
• Livestock and forest products
• Marine products
– Processed industrial materials and components
– Auxiliary materials and factory supplies
– Utilities

Material Input and Utilities
•
1.

2.

Raw Materials
Agricultural Products
–

Quality needs to be examined.

–

Quantities available and future potential.

Mineral Products
–

Quantum of exploitable deposits and their properties.

–

Location, size and depth of deposits along with the viability of open cast

or mining.
–
1.

Composition of the ore, level of impurities, chemical properties etc.

Livestock and Forecast Products
–

Sometimes secondary data is not that accurate, therefore specific survey may be required to obtain
more reliable data on livestock produce and forest products.

2.

Marine Products
–

Assessing the potential availability of marine products and cost of collection is difficult.

Material Input and Utilities
• Processed Industrial Materials and Components
— Includes

base

metals,

semi-processed

materials,

manufactured parts, components and sub assemblies.
— These are important inputs for a number of industries.
— Their properties (Physical, mechanical, chemical and
electrical) are important to understand.
— What is the total requirement of the project?

Material Input and Utilities
•

Auxiliary Materials and Factory Supplies
– Like chemicals, additives, packaging material, paint, varnishes, oil, cleaning materials etc.
– Feasibility study needs to be undertaken in order to understand the demand of such
materials.

•

Utilities
– Power, water, steam, fuel etc.
– Detailed assessment of such utilities can be made only after project formulation w.r.t.
location, technology and plant capacity.
– Successful operation of project depends upon adequate availability of utilities.
– What quantities are required? What are the sources of Supply?
– What are the potential availability and likely shortage scenarios?

Facility Location
• Facility location is the process of identifying
the best geographic location for a service or
production facility.
• Is there any difference between “Location” and
‘Site”?

Location Strategy
• Infrequent decision based on:

– Demand outgrowing existing capacity.
– Local changes in labor productivity, exchange rates, costs, local attitudes.
– Shifts in demographics and customer demands.

• Location options:
– Don’t move, expand an existing facility.
– Maintain current sites, add another facility.

– Close
location.

an

existing

facility

and

move

to

another

Factors That Affect Location
Decisions
• General factors.
• Global Region or Country decision.

General Factors
•

Globalization.

•

Market (customer) proximity
– High population areas, close to JIT partners

•

Raw Material/Suppliers proximity
– Transportation costs, perishability, bulk purchase

•

Labor proximity and productivity
– Proximity—local wage rates, unions, special skills availability
– Productivity—low cost may be linked to low productivity and vice versa)

•

Government Policies
– Govt. restrictions and inducements.
– Restrictions

in

urban

congestion

backward areas.
• SEZ, concessional finance, income tax benefits etc.

and

inducements

in

Availability of Infrastructure
–

Power, transportation, water and communications

–

Power: Useful in electricity intensive projects.
•

–

Quantum of power available, prices, stability etc.

Transportation:

inputs

transportation

and

output distribution. (rail, road, sea or air)
•

Availability, reliability and cost of transportation.

–

Water: Adequate water supply is essential given the plant capacity and type of technology.

–

Telephone and internet.

• Competitor proximity


–

Clustering—due to a major resource in the area.

• Others: Climatic conditions, General living conditions, Proximity to ancillary units, ease

of coping with pollution

Location Analysis Methods
• Analysis should follow 3 step process:
– Step 1: Identify dominant location factors
– Step 2: Develop location alternatives
– Step 3: Evaluate locations alternatives
• Factor rating method
• Load-distance model
• Center of gravity approach
• Break-even analysis
• Transportation method

Factor-Rating Method
•

Six steps:
1.

Develop a list of relevant factors.

2.

Assign a weight to each factor reflecting its relative importance to

the firm.
3.

Develop a rating scale for the factors.

4.

Score each location on each factor based on the scale.

5.

Multiply the scores by the weights for each factor and total the weighted
scores for each location.

6.

Make a recommendation based on the maximum point
considering other [quantitative?] factors.

score,

Factor Rating Example

A Load-Distance Model Example: Matrix Manufacturing is considering where to
locate its warehouse in order to service its four Ohio stores located in Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton. Two sites are being considered; Mansfield and
Springfield, Ohio. Use the load-distance model to make the decision.
• Calculate the rectilinear distance:

d A B = 30 − 10 + 40 − 15 = 45 miles

• Multiply by the number of loads between each site and the four cities

Calculating the Load-Distance Score for
Springfield vs. Mansfield
C o m p u t i n g the Load-Distance Score for Springfield
C •i t y
Load
Distance
ld
Cleveland
15
20.5
307.5
Columbus
10
4.5
45
Cincinnati
12
7.5
90
Dayton
4
3.5
14
To t a l
Load-Distance Score(456.5)
C o m p u t i n g the Load-Distance Score for Mansfield
City
Load
Distance
ld
Cleveland
15
8
120
Columbus
10
8
80
Cincinnati
12
20
240
Dayton
4
16
64
To t a l
Load-Distance Score(504)

• The load-distance score for Mansfield is higher than for Springfield. The

warehouse should be located in Springfield.

Center-of-Gravity Method
1.

Place the locations to be supported on a coordinate system
(like a graph).

2.

Calculate the center of gravity:

X c g − c o o r d in a te =

Where:

lx
l
i

i

i

Ycg

ly

− coordinate=
l

xi = x-coordinate of location i. yi =
y-coordinate of location i.
li = quantity (load) of goods moved to/from location i.

i

i

i

The Center of Gravity Approach
•

This approach requires that the analyst find the center of gravity of the
geographic area being considered
Computing the Center of Gravity for Matrix Manufacturing
Coordinates

Load

(X,Y)
(11,22)
(10,7)
(4,1)
(3,6)

(l i )
15
10
12
4
41

Location
Cleveland

Columbus
Cincinnati

Dayton
Total

lX

=
l
i

Xc.g.

i

i

•

=

325
41

= 7.9 ; Yc.g. =

lixi
165
165
165
165
325

l Y
l
i

i

i

=

l iyi
330
70
12
24
436

436
41

= 10.6

Is there another possible warehouse location closer to the C.G. that shouldbe
considered?? Why?

Break-Even Analysis
• Break-even analysis can be used for location analysis
especially when the costs of each location are known

–

Step 1: For each location, determine the fixed and
variable costs
– Step 2: Plot the total costs for each location on one graph
– Step 3: Identify ranges of output for which each location
has the lowest total cost

–

Step 4: Solve algebraically for the break-even points
over the identified ranges

Break-Even Analysis
• Remember the break even equations used for calculation
total cost of each location and for calculating the breakeven
quantity Q.
– Total cost = F + cQ
– Total revenue = pQ

– Break-even is where Total Revenue = Total Cost

The Transportation Method
• The transportation method of linear programming can
be used to solve specific location problems
• It could be used to evaluate the cost impact of adding
potential location sites to the network of existing
facilities
• It could also be used to evaluate adding multiple new

sites or completely redesigning the network

Machinery and Equipment
•

Selection of machineries and equipments is dependent upon
– plant capacity and production technology
– Type of project

•

In manufacturing, various machines can perform same function with varying
degree of accuracy.

•

For

selecting

machinery

and

equipments

manufacturing industry:
– Estimate the likely levels of production
– Define various machining and other operations
– Calculate the machine hours required for each operation

for

Machinery and Equipment
• The equipments required for the project may be classified into:

– Plant (process) equipments.
– Mechanical equipments.
– Electrical equipments.

– Instruments
– Controls
– Internal transportation system
– Spare parts and tools.

Machinery and Equipment
•

Constraints in selecting machineries and equipments
– There

may

be

limited

availability

of

power

for

electricity

intensive plant. (electrical furnace)

– There may be difficulty in transporting a heavy equipment to a remote location
– Workers may not be able to operate sophisticated equipments (CNC)
– Import

policy

of

govt.

may

preclude

the

import

of

certain

machineries and equipments.

•

Procurement of Plant Machinery
– Orders can be placed to different suppliers or turnkey contracts may be given.
– Selection of supplier is dependent upon the quality, expected
delivery schedules, payment terms and performance guarantee.

– If

in-house

technical

consultants may be employed.

expertise

is

inadequate,

external

Structures and Civil Work
1. Site preparation development

2. Building and structures
3. Outdoor works

Site preparation and development
• This covers the following:
1.

Grading and leveling of the site

2.

Demolition and removal of existing structures

3.

Relocation of existing pipelines, cables, roads, power lines etc.

4.

Reclamation of swamps and draining and removal of standing water

5.

Connections for the following utilities from the site to the public
network: power, water, communications, roads, railways etc.

Building and Structures
• It can be divided into:
1.

Factory or process building

2.

Ancillary building required for stores, warehouses,
maintenance services, supply centers etc.

3.

Administrative building

4.

Staff welfare buildings, cafeteria, medical services

5.

Residential building

laboratories,

Outdoor Works
• Includes:
1.

Supply

and

distribution

of

utilities

(water,

electric power, communication, gas etc.)
2.

Handling

and

treatment

of

emissions,

wastages and

effluents
3.

Transportation and traffic signals

4.

Outdoor lighting

5.

Landscaping

6.

Enclosure and supervision (boundary wall, fence,
security posts etc.)

barrier, gates, doors,

Environmental Aspects
• A project may cause pollution in various ways. It may
throw gaseous emissions, may produce liquid and solid

discharges, it may cause noise, heat and vibrations.
• Some projects produce physical goods like cement,
steel, paper, chemicals etc. are likely to cause more
environmental damage.

Environmental Aspects
• Key issues that needs to be considered are:
– What are the types of effluents and emissions generated?
– What needs to be done for proper disposal of effluents
and treatment of emissions?
– Will the project be able to secure all environmental

clearances and comply with all statutory requirements?

Plant Layout


It concerns with the physical layout of the factory. In some industries the
plant layout is dictated by the

production process adopted. The

important considerations in preparing the plant layout are:
–

Consistency with production technology

–

Smooth flow of goods from one stage to another

–

Proper utilization of space

–

Scope of expansion

–

Minimization of production cost

–

Safety of personnel

Financial Estimation
• In a project appraisal exercise, three basic questions
needs to be answered:
– Can we produce goods or services?

– Can we sell goods or services?
– Can we earn a satisfactory return on the investment
made in the project?

• To answer these, technical appraisal, market and demand
appraisal and financial appraisal is required.

Cost of Project
•

Conceptually, the cost of project represents the total of all items of outlay associated with the
project which are supported by long term funds. In includes:
–

Land and site development

–

Building and civil works

–

Plant and machinery

–

Technical know-how and engineering fees

–

Expenses

on

foreign

technicians

abroad.
–

Miscellaneous fixed assets

–

Preliminary and capital issue expenses

–

Pre-operative expenses

–

Margin money for working capital

–

Initial cash losses

and

training

of

Indian

technician

Cost of Project
• Land and site development
– The cost of land and site development is the sum of:
• Basic cost of land including conveyance and other allied charges
• Premium payable on leasehold and conveyance charges
• Cost of leveling and development
• Cost of laying approach roads and internal roads
• Cost of compound wall and gates

– The cost of land varies considerably depending upon its location.

Cost of Project
•

Building and civil works
– It covers the following:
• Building for main plant and equipment
• Building for auxiliary services like steam supply, workshops, laboratory, water supply etc.
• Godowns, warehouses and open yard facility.

• Non-factory building like canteen, guest houses etc.
• Quarters for essential staff
• Silos, tanks, wells, basins, bins etc necessary for installation of plants and equipment
• Garages
• Sewers, drainage etc

– Once

the

desired

estimates can be carried out.

structures

are

identified,

cost

Cost of Project
• Plant and machinery
– It consists of:
• Cost of imported machinery
– FOB value
– Shipping, freight and insurance cost
– Import duty
– Clearing, loading, unloading and transportation charges

• Cost of indigenous machinery
– FOR Cost
– Sales tax, Octroi and other taxes
– Railway freight and transport charges etc.

• Cost of stores and spare
• Foundation and installation charges

Cost of Project
• Technical know-how and engineering fees
– Often its necessary to engage technical consultants from
abroad for advice and help in various technical matters.
– The amount payable for such costs is a component for total project cost.

• Expenses on foreign technicians and training of Indian technicians abroad
–

Services of foreign technicians are needed sometimes.
technicians may undergo training abroad to

Also domestic

understand the technology

involved.
– Cost of travel, boarding, lodging etc. adds to the overall expenditure.

Cost of Project
• Miscellaneous Fixed Assets
– Fixed machinery which is not the part of direct manufacturing process can be
termed as miscellaneous

fixed asset. It can be furniture, tools, office

machinery, laboratory equipment, piping system and so on.

• Preliminary and Capital Issue Expenses
– Expenses incurred for identifying the project, conducting the market survey,
preparing the feasibility report, drafting
association and

the memorandum of articles of

incorporating the company are referred to preliminary

expenses.
– Expenses borne in connection with raising the capital from the public are
referred to as capital issue expenses.

Cost of Project
• Pre-operative expenses
– Expenses incurred till commencement of the project like
expenses, rent, rates and taxes, travelling

establishment

expenses, insurance charges,

mortgage, start up expenses etc.
– If delay in project is there, then these expenses are pushed up.

• Provision of contingencies
– It is provided to take care certain unforeseen expenses and price increase over

and above the normal inflation rate.
– Total cost can be divided into:
• Firm cost (those items which have been acquired already)
• Non-firm cost (Provision of 5-10% estimated cost contingency)

Cost of Project
•

Margin money for working capital
– Principal support for working capital is provided by banks and trade creditors. However
certain part of working capital requirement comes from sources of long term finance.
This is referred to as ‘margin money for working capital’.
– Mostly required to meet overruns in capital cost. A margin of working capital is blocked
by the financial institutions initially so that it can be utilized later when needed.

•

Initial cash losses
– Most of the projects incur cash losses in the initial years.
– Sometimes they are not disclosed to make the project appear
attractive and public investment can be easily initiated.
– Provision for such losses are important. Failure to do so, it may impact the firms liquidity
and can impair the operations as well.

Cost of Production
• Given the estimated production, the cost of
production may be worked out. The major
components of cost of production are:
– Material cost
– Utilities cost

– Labour cost
– Factory overhead cost

Material Cost
•

The most important element of cost, the material cost comprises of the cost of raw
materials, chemicals, components and consumables required for production.

•

While estimating the material cost, the following points should be kept in mind:
– The requirement of various material inputs per unit of output may be established on the
basis of theoretical assumption, experience of the industry, performance guarantees and
specification of machinery suppliers.
– Total requirement of inputs can be calculated by multiplying requirement per unit of
output with expected output
– The prices of material inputs are defined in CIF terms.
– The present cost of various material inputs is considered.
– If seasonal fluctuations in the prices are regular, the same must be considered in
estimating the cost of material inputs.

Utilities
• It mainly consists of water, power and fuel.

• It can be determined on the basis of norms, consultants etc or the
consumption standards in the industry (whichever is higher).
• Power tariff must be considered on the basis of power tariff structure of

the concerned electricity board.
• Cost of captive power will reflect the cost of fuel.
• The cost payable to local authorities and charges payable to some other
firms of water may be shown separately.

Labour Cost
•

Labour cost is the cost of all the manpower employed in the factory.

•

The requirement of workers depends on the number of operators/helpers required
for operating various machines and manning various services.

•

Supervisory personnel and administrative staff should be calculated on the basis of
general norms prevailing in the industry.

•

In estimating remuneration rates, the prevailing rates in the industry/area should
be taken into account. Remuneration include

basic pay, dearness allowance,

concession, PF contribution, bonus payments etc.
•

It is advisable to make detailed analysis, at least in the beginning.

•

Appraisals should also be considered depending upon the
norms.

industry/company

Factory Overheads
• The expenses on repairs and maintenance, rent, taxes, insurance on factory

assets and so on are collectively termed as overhead expenses.
• Repairs and maintenance expense are lower in initial years and become
higher in later years.

• Rent, taxes and insurance may be calculated on existing rates.
• A provision should be made for meeting miscellaneous factory expenses.
In addition, a contingency margin may be provided on the items of factory

overheads.

Risk analysis
 Risk

analysis

involves

examining

how project outcomes and objectives might change
due to the impact of the risk event. Once the risks are
identified, they are analysed to identify the qualitative
and quantitative impact of the risk on the project so
that appropriate steps can be taken to mitigate them.

Risk analysis
 Risk Analysis is defined as the sequence of processes of

risk

management

planning,

analysis

of

risks,

identification and controlling risk on a project.
 Proper risk management is control of possible future

events that may have a negative effect on the overall
project. It is more of pro-active then reactive process.

Project Risk
Management

◼ Risk

analysis is a systematic process to estimate the level of

risk for identified and approved risks. This involves estimating
the probability of occurrence and consequence of occurrence

and converting the results to a corresponding risk.
◼ The

approach used depends upon the data available

requirements levied on the project level.

and

Risk analyses are often based on detailed information
that may come from a variety of techniques, including
but not limited to:

Analysis of plans and related documents
Experience and interviewing

Relevant lessons-learned studies
Results from tests

There are two methods of risk analysis
Qualitative approach and
Quantitative approaches
Qualitative approach use the probability of occurrence and consequence of occurrence
scales together with a risk mapping matrix to convert the values to risk levels.

When a qualitative risk analysis is performed, risk ratings can be used as an indication of the
potential importance of risks on the program and often expressed as low, medium, and high
(or possibly low, medium low, medium, medium high, and high).
Quantitative approaches use the technique such as expected value ,decision tree analysis,

payoff matrices, and modeling and simulation.

 Project problems can be reduced as much as 90% by

using risk analysis
 Positives:

More info available during planning
Improved probability of success/optimum
project

•Negatives:
Project cut due to risk level

Risks have been thoroughly examined and included in project plans, resulting in risk reduction.
Information about possible risks is available throughout the project, resulting in a better decisionmaking process

Project objectives might be affected by certain risks, allowing the
objectives to be improved

Many of the project weaknesses have been identified in advance and are incorporated into the
project plan.

Decrease the number of changes made to the project plan during project execution, resulting in
higher chances of project success

Risk Management Process
Risk
management
plan and control

Define
objectives

Identify risk

Quantify
risk

Document risk
management
plan

Develop
response

➢ Protects project investments
➢ Proactive management – early warning
➢ Achieve project objectives

❑ High Risk: Substantial impact on cost, technical performance,

or schedule. Substantial action required to alleviate issue. Highpriority management

attention

is

required.

❑ Medium Risk: Some impact on cost, technical performance, or
schedule. Special action may be required to alleviate issue. Additional
management attention may be needed.
❑ Low Risk: Minimal impact on cost, technical performance, or
schedule. Normal management oversight is sufficient.

Quantitative risk analysis outputs are
1. Prioritized risk lists,
2. Probabilistic cost estimates at completion per project phase
and probabilistic schedule estimates for key milestones to
help the project manager allocate reserve accordingly,
3. Probabilistic estimates of meeting desired technical
performance parameters and validating technical
performance of key components

Quantitative Risk Analysis ….
outputs are
4. Estimates of the probability of meeting cost, technical
performance, and schedule objectives (e.g., determining the
probability of achieving the planned estimate at completion)
➢ Updated Risk Register
➢ Probabilistic analysis for project success (time and cost)
➢ Updated priority of risk events
➢ Trends in risk analysis

Interviewing

Decision Tree
Analysis
Monte Carlo
Simulation

The Monte Carlo Process
➢ The Monte Carlo process is an attempt to create a series of
 probability distributions for potential risks, randomly sample the

distributions, and transform the numbers into useful information

that reflects quantification of the associated cost, technical
performance or schedule risks.

Uses of Monte Carlo simulation

❑ Monte Carlo simulations used to
❖ Estimate risk in the design of service centers;
❖ Measure time to complete key milestones in a

project;
❖Estimate the cost of developing, fabricating, &

maintaining an item.

❑ A common method/tool to determine whether a risk

is considered low, moderate, or high by combining
the two dimensions of a risk:
❖ its probability of occurrence, and

❖ its impact on objectives if it occurs.

2x2 Impact/Probability Matrix
Green: Low Risk (Passive Acceptance – workarounds)
Yellow: Moderate Risk (Active Acceptance –
contingency)

High
Low

Probability

Red: High Risk (Risk Response Planning)

Low

Impact

High

Consequen
ce
Extreme
High

Moderate
Low
Negligible

Health and Safety
Fatality or multiple fatalities
expected
Severe injury or disability likely;
or some potential for fatality
Lost time or injury likely; or
some potential for serious
injuries; or small risk of
fatality

Likelihood Class
Not Likely (NL)
Low (L)

<0.01% chance of
occurrence
0.01 - 0.1% chance of
occurrence

Moderate (M)

0.1 - 1% chance of
occurrence

High (H)

1 - 10% chance of
occurrence

First aid required; or small risk
of serious injury
No concern

Likelihood of Occurrence
(events/year)

Expected (E)

>10% chance of
occurrence

❑ The process of numerically analyzing the
effect of identified risks on the project’s
objectives In particular, the project schedule
and the project costs.

❖ Quantify possible outcomes for the project
❖

Assess probability of achieving specific project
objectives

❖ Identify risks requiring most attention
❖ Identify realistic and achievable cost, schedule,
or scope targets, given project risks
❖ Determine best management decision when
conditions or outcomes are uncertain

➢ Risks during the Project/idea Initiation phase:

– Unavailable subject matter experts
– Poor definition of problem or project
– No feasibility study
– No or unclear objectives

❑ Risks during the Project Planning phase:
➢ No risk management plan
➢ Spotty planning
➢ Underdeveloped

requirements

and

specifications
➢ Unclear statement of work
➢ No management or stakeholder support
➢ Poor role definition
➢ Inexperienced team
➢ Lack of skills

❑ Risks during the Project Execution phase
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Changes in schedule
No control systems in place
Unskilled labour
Material availability or poor quality material
Unreliable suppliers
Unexpected price increase (not budget for it)
Strikes
Weather
Regulatory requirements

➢Risks during the Project Close-out /

termination phase:
❖ Unacceptable
❖ Poor

to customer

quality product/project

❖ Budget

problems

❖ Penalties

to be paid for exceeding the time

parameter of the project

The basics of risk management
Identify the risk
Analyse the probability the risk will occur and the
potential impact of the risk
Determine the overall severity of the risk
Determine which risks are the most important for
further action
Document a response plan for the risk
– Accept the risk
– Avoid the risk
– Monitor the risk
– Transfer the risk

Project standards for risk management
Risk Management Plan
Procurement

Contingency Reserves
Alternative Strategies
Insurance

❖ Management Reserves
◦ Created for unpredictable risks

❖ Contingency Reserves
◦ Created for predictable risks

❑ Approaches used for developing contingency allowances:
✓ Budgeting a standard allowance for contingencies and applying it to
all projects.
✓ Identifying a percentage of additional cost or time needed, based on
past experience.
✓ Pinpointing the most likely risks for a project, assessing the
probability that they will occur, identifying the possible
consequences, and then allotting contingencies based on these
results.

Cost – Benefit Analysis
Cost benefit is a tool which modern financial analysts adopt
before undertaking any financial operation or commercial
activity.
The ultimate aim of a business organization is to make
profits.
Therefore, any system in the organization must produce more
benefits as compared to its costs for the organization to
survive & prosper.

BENEFITS > COSTS

What is Cost Benefit Analysis..???
A cost benefit analysis is done to determine how well, or how poorly, a planned action will turn
out.
The analysis relies on the addition of positive factors and the subtraction of negative ones to
determine a net result.
CBA has been established primarily as a tool for use by governments in making their social and
economic decisions.
CBA measures costs and benefits to the community of adopting a particular course of
action e.g. Constructing a dam, by-pass etc.
When investment made commensurates with the benefit derived, it can be said that operation is
positive and viable; but when benefits derived do not compensate financial investments made, it
can be said that it is financially non- viable and negative.

The General steps for Cost Benefit Analysisare:

Cost Benefit Analysis:
DEMERITS

MERITS
1.

The CBC analysis may be

1.

The government is not
completely aware of all the cost
and benefits associated with the
program.

2.

This approach does not clearly
states that who should bear the
population control cost.

applicable for both the new as
well as old projects.
2. It is based of accepted social

principle that is on individual
preference.
3. This method encourages

development for new techniques
for the evaluation of social
benefits.

SCBA
“Social Cost Benefit Analysis” (SCBA) is a tool
to determine merits of a project on the basis of current
and future socio-economic impacts.”

SCBA is a systematic and formal method of
evaluation of the project in terms of

Costs and

Benefits. Social cost-benefit analysis refers to cases

where the project has a broad impact across society
and, as such, is usually carried out by the government.
7
9

Benefits ≥ Costs

The process of judging whether or not a project should be
accepted is called project evaluation.

Social Costs and Social Benefits
Social Costs: The costs of off-putting impacts of a project on
society, environment, ecology, human, animal, mankind.

Social Benefits: The benefits of a project other than economic gain.

Social Costs

Social Benefits

Subsidies offered

Taxes raised

Environmental degradation

Improvement of environment

Depletion of energy

Products and Services

Unemployment caused

Indirect employment creation

Human services used

Socio-economic developments
83

Example of Project Ranking

Here Project IV is selected as 1st priority,
as it is having 1st Rank in B/C ratio. Even though
it is having medium Net Benefits, Project IV is
very good in Benefits/CostRatio.
84

Objectives of SCBA
The main focus of Social Cost Benefit Analysis is

to

determine:
1.

Economic benefits of the project in terms of shadow prices;

2.

The impact of the project on the level of savings and investments
in the society;

3.

The impact of the project on the distribution of income in the
society;

4.

The contribution of the project towards the fulfilment of certain
merit wants (self- sufficiency, employment etc).
85

Scope & Relevance of SCBA
SCBA can be applied to both Public & private
investments –
Public Investment: SCBA is important specially for the
developing countries where govt. plays a significant role in
the economic development.
Private Investment: Here, SCBA is also important as the
private investments are
to be approved by various
governmental &quasi-governmental agencies.
SCBA enables Governments to make logical decisions.
SCBA brings into force international and national
legislations for safeguarding:
✓ Social Justice
✓ Over exploitation of National Resources and Human
Resources
✓ Sustainable Development
1.
2.
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Advantages of SCBA
✓ The ability to identify the projects that maximize the

welfare of the country.
✓ The ability to objectively assess and quantify the purpose

projects in relation to community needs.
✓ Exposure of the basis for decision-making for projects and

opportunity for public criticism.
✓ Ability to rank and prioritize limited resources so that the

maximum benefit isrealized.

Disadvantages of SCBA
❑ Difficulty in measuring social costs and benefits and

converting them into monetary term.
❑ Over statement of the value of social benefits

❑ Complexity
❑ Conflict between social welfare and financial justification.
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Contract in Project Management
 Contract’ as the term specifies is an agreement between two parties in

general. In project management, it’s a formal agreement between a
buyer and a seller (more often referred to as supplier). The agreement is
made to procure goods and services required for the agreed project.

This document needs to be prepared by the Project Manager (or the
contract project manager if assigned). It is in coordination with
Procurement Manager during the project planning stage. It has to be

documented as a Procurement Management plan, which is a part of the
primary Project Management Plan.

Contract in Project Management
 Contract

Management,

a

part

of

the

Project

management, deals with the vendor/seller/supplier (as
termed in the contract). It also manages the
procurements according to the terms and conditions
set in the ‘Contract.’ The terms and conditions are

agreed mutually between the buyer and seller.

Contract in Project Management
 Contract management is the art and science of managing a

contractual agreement throughout the contracting process.
 Though many times the contracts are simple and straight, they

are more complex. It happens to be in larger projects as many
procurements and suppliers are involved.
 The procurement contract being a formal document must be

carefully designed/planned. It should also be mutually agreed to

avoid the complications between the buyer and the seller. It is all
to execute the project smoothly for the timely completion.

Contract in Project Management
 Following are the guidelines to be considered

while deciding on procurement contract:
 Complexity of procurement
 Location of procurement
 Availability of suppliers/contractors
 Local governing regulations

Types of contract
Most of the contractual relationships are broadly
categorized as either:
 Fixed-Price contract
 Cost reimbursable
 Time & Materials Contract

The third type of contract is seldom used.

Contract in Project Management
 As mentioned earlier, project type decides the contract

type. So, in many projects based on the procurement
requirements, one or two contract types are chosen. To
facilitate the project requirements, they are combined
into a single procurement.

1. Fixed Price Contracts
 In this category, the contract involves a fixed price for a

defined product or service or the result to be
supplied/provided. These types of contracts are
recommended when the scope of service is completely
defined and final.

Different types of Fixed Price contracts
used in managing projects
 Firm Fixed Price (FFP):
 The prices of the goods and services are set and are

never subjected to change unless the scope is changed
and agreed mutually. This type is favorable mostly to
the buying organizations. Because the extent of buying
the goods remains unchanged and recurring buying
happens.

Different types of Fixed Price contracts
used in managing projects
 Fixed Price Incentive Fee (FPIF):
 The price ceiling is set, and the seller needs to perform and

fulfill the contract requirements within that price. All the
costs above the price ceiling are the responsibility of the
seller. This type gives both the buyer and the seller some
flexibility for performance with technical incentives. The
incentives are tied to achieving agreed upon metrics such
as cost, schedule and technical expertise of the seller.

Different types of Fixed Price contracts
used in managing projects
 Fixed Price with Economic Price Adjustments (FPEPA):
 It is suitable when the contracts are executed in different

countries and payments are made in a different currency. Also, if

the seller’s work lasts for a few years (3-5 years generally) this
contract is fitting. This contract gives an option to make
adjustments in the predefined final payment as agreed to in the

contract. It can be due to changed conditions such as inflating
rates (may increase or decrease) on specific commodities.

2. Cost reimbursable contracts
 This type of contract involves cost reimbursement

(payments to the work done) for the costs incurred

during completion of the contractual job. It is along
with a pre-defined fee representing seller profit. It is
recommended if the scope of the work is expected to
change during the contract period.

Cost reimbursable contracts-Types
 Cost Plus Fixed Fee (CPFF)
 Cost Plus Incentive Fee (CPIF)

 Cost Plus Award Fee (CPAF)

Cost Plus Fixed Fee (CPFF)
 The seller gets all the allowable costs agreed in the

contract. The seller also receives a fixed fee payment,
which is calculated as a percentage of initial estimated
project costs. Unless the project scope changes, this fee
remains unchanged.

Cost Plus Incentive Fee (CPIF)
 The seller gets the reimbursements for all the costs

incurred on performing the work agreed in the contract.
Based on the final costs incurred (greater or lesser than the

initial planned cost), both the buyer and the seller share
their expenses. The sharing is based upon a pre-negotiated
cost-sharing formula. Generally, it is an 80/20 split over the

target costs based on the actual performance of the seller.

Cost Plus Award Fee (CPAF)
 In this type, the seller gets his/her legitimate

reimbursements. But a majority of the fee is received
upon meeting some technical/subjective performance
that is pre-set in the contract. This solely depends on
the

buyer’s

performance.

determination

and

the

seller’s

3. Time & Material Contracts (T&M)
 This a hybrid type of contract combining the features

of Fixed as well as Cost Reimbursable contracts. This is

often used when contractual requirements (scope) is
not known/ prescribed. Also, this type of contract is
suitable for acquisition/hiring of experts, project staff
required for a particular period.

Project coordination
 Project coordination involves managing the day-to-

day operations of a project, making sure the resources
are aware of deadlines and tasks that they are
responsible, managing meeting minutes, and so on. A
project coordinator works very closely with a project

manager and is aware of the goals of a project.

Project Management and Project
Coordination
 A project coordinator role could be classified as a more

entry level role to get into the field of project management.
A project manager is ultimately responsible for the success
or the failure of the project, whereas the project
coordinator handles more administrative tasks. A project
coordinator is also sometimes referred to as an executive
assistant in a project. However, some project coordinator
roles have extensive responsibilities.

Five Rules for Effective Project
Coordination
 Taking the right initiatives: Taking the right initiatives on the right time is an

essence, it’s always suggested to gather business requirements at the beginning,
analysing, and resolving conflicts, communicating with the team in an effective
and timely manner ensures that a project coordinator can lead the team to

developing the product or service in a timely manner.
 Planning and Setting Goals: Developing and maintaining the documents such

as detailed project plans with an itemisation structure, assigned resources and
a budget. A bright project coordinator use these plans to obtain formal
approvals from stakeholders and the sponsors.

Five Rules for Effective Project
Coordination
 Execution:

Execution is the most important task in project

coordination. A well informed Project coordinator always at the
beginning of the project make an execution plan, direct activities and

ensure that all workers have skills and knowledge and there are enough
supplies to get their task done on time.
 Monitoring: Successful project coordinator always asks for the reports,

updates and ensures that quality work is under the process. They also

help their company in gaining and maintaining a competitive edge by
finding faster, cheaper and better ways to get the best results.

Five Rules for Effective Project
Coordination
 Ending: When the project comes to an end and complete

the effective project coordinator celebrate success with the
team and also document the problems that the team

overcome so that everyone in the future projects avoid
making the same mistakes. Project coordinator should
share his experience and tips with other employees so that

everyone get a chance to learn and get more knowledge
about different things related to projects and project
coordination.

Scheduling
•

A schedule is the conversion of a project action plan into an operating
timetable

•

It serves as the basis for monitoring and controlling project
activity
– work changes daily, so this is essential

•

With the plan and budget, it is the major tool for the management of

projects
– most scheduling is at the WBS level (tasks), not the work package
level

– only the most critical work packages may be shown on schedule

Network Scheduling Techniques
• PERT

was

developed

in

1958

for

the

Polaris

missile/submarine project
• The Critical Path Method (CPM) was developed by DuPont during
the same time period
• Initially, CPM and PERT were two different approaches
– CPM used deterministic time estimates and allowed

project

crunching

– PERT used probabilistic time estimates

• Microsoft Project (and others) have blended CPM and PERT into one
approach

Terminology
• Activity - A specific task or set of tasks that are required by the
project, use up resources, and take time to complete
• Event - The result of completing one or more activities. An
identifiable end state occurring at a particular time.

Events

use no resources.
• Network - The combination of all activities and events that define a
project
– Drawn left-to-right
– Connections represent predecessors

Terminology
•

Path - A series of connected activities

•

Critical - An activity, event, or path which, if delayed, will delay the
completion of the project

•

Critical Path - The path through the project where, if any activity is
delayed, the project is delayed

– There is always a critical path
– There can be more than one critical path

Terminology
•

Sequential Activities - One activity must be completed before
the next one can begin

•

Parallel Activities - The activities can take place at the same time

•

Immediate Predecessor – an activity that must be completed before a
particular activity can begin

•

An activity can be in any of these conditions:
– It may have a successor(s) but no predecessor(s) - starts a network
– It may have a predecessor(s) but no successor(s) - ends a network
– It may have both predecessor(s) and successor(s)
- in the middle of a network

Terminology
• Activity on Arrow (AOA) - Arrows
represent activities while nodes stand for
events
• Activity on Node (AON) - Nodes stand for
events and arrows show precedence

AON and AOAFormat

Constructing an AON Diagram
1.

Begin with the START activity

2.

Add activities without predecessors

3.

–

There will always be one

–

There may be more than one

Add activities that have existing activities as predecessors

4. Repeat step 3 until no more activities

Gantt Charts
• Developed by Henry L. Gantt in 1917
• Shows planned and actual progress
• Easy-to-read method to show current status

Gantt Charts: Advantages and
Disadvantages
• Easily understood

• Provide a picture of the current state of a
project

• Difficult to follow with complex projects

Simple Schedule – Gantt Chart

The Work Breakdown Structure
• The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) can take a variety of forms
that serve a variety of purposes
– The total program can be described as a summation of subdivided
elements.
– Planning can be performed.
– Costs and budgets can be established.

– Time, cost, and performance can be tracked.
– Schedules and status-reporting procedures can be established.
(=> Gantt chart)
– Responsibility for each element can be assigned.

The Work Breakdown Structure - 2
• The WBS often appears as an outline with

Level 1 tasks on the left and successive levels
appropriately indented

• The WBS may picture a project subdivided
into hierarchical units of tasks, subtasks,
work packages, etc.

The Work Breakdown Structure - 3
LEVEL DESCRIPTION
1
2
3
4
5
6

Total Program
Usually specified by the
client and managed the
Project(s)
project manager.
Task(s)
Subtask(s)
Usually specified
by the functional
Work Package(s)
manager(s).
Level of Effort
Most common type: Six-Level Indented Structure

A WBS with more Breadth

The Work Breakdown Structure - 4
•

Summary: The WBS is an important document and can be tailored for use
in a number of different ways
– It may illustrate how each piece contributes to the project in terms of
performance, responsibility, schedule, and budget
– It may list the vendors or subcontractors associated with

specific tasks
– It may serve as the basis for cost or schedule estimates
– It may be used to document that all parties have signed off

on their various commitments to the project

The Work Breakdown Structure
Steps for designing and using the WBS:
1.

Using the action plan, list the task breakdown in successively finer levels
of detail.

Continue until all meaningful tasks or work

packages have been identified.
2.

For each such work package, identify the data relevant to the
WBS:

3.

personnel and organizations responsible for each task.

All work package information should be reviewed with the individuals or
organizations who have responsibility for doing or supporting the work to
verify the accuracy of the WBS

WBS Linear Responsibility Chart

Simplified Linear Responsibility Chart

Calculating Activity Times

(
a + 4m + b)
TE =
6

 (b − a )
 =

 6 
2

= 

2

2

Notes:
•
•
•
•

a is the optimistic estimate
b is the pessimistic estimate
m is an estimate of the mode
TE is a calculation of the
mean
• σ2 is the variance; a
representation of the
uncertainty
• σ is the standard deviation

Uncertainty of Project Completion Time
• Assume activities are statistically

independent
– is this reasonable?

• The variance of a set of activities is the sum
of the individual variances
• We are most interested in variances along
the critical path!

Project Management Information
System
 A Project Information Management System (PIMS) is

the systematic process of creating, identifying,

collecting, organizing, sharing, adapting, and using
project information. Information management is a
process for identifying all the information the project
stakeholders need to make informed decisions.

Project Management Information
System
 A Project Management Information System serves five

principal

purposes:

decision-making.

Provide

information

for

Improve project management.

Demonstrate results through project evaluation.
Empower communities and other project stakeholders.
Increase opportunities to learn from experience.

Project Management Information
System
 A Project Management Information System (PIMS) is

not necessarily the information technology, but rather

the common practices that a project should follow to
properly manage its information.

Project Management Information
System
 A Project Management Information System is a set of

interrelated components working together to collect,

classify, store, and distribute information to support
decision-making. A PIMS is about how effectively the
project manages the data, how it transforms data into
information, and how that information eventually
becomes knowledge.

Project Management Information
System
 A Project Management Information System is an integrated

set of mutually supporting tools, processes, and methods
for managing project information applied in a consistent
way to support the decision making and information needs
of

project stakeholders. Project managers use the

techniques, processes, and tools to collect, organize,
analyze, and share information through electronic and
manual means.

Project Management Information
System
 A PIMS is also beneficial during the different project-

management phases. During the planning phase, a project
manager uses a PIMS to organize the project work, define
the scope baseline, estimate the budget, and create a
schedule. During the implementation phase, the project
team collects progress information that is used to compare
with the baseline and evaluates the accomplishment of
each activity.

Project Management Information
System
 It is also used to manage deliverables, collect financial data,

and keep a record for reporting purposes. During the
monitoring phase of the project, the PIMS is used to review
the goals to check if the outcomes were accomplished or
not.
 The goal of a good PIMS is to make the right information

available to the right people at the right time.

Entrepreneur
 The word Entrepreneur has been taken from French

word. It means Between Takers.
 Entrepreneur is another name of Risk Taker.
 An entrepreneur is an individual who takes

e risks and brings innovation.

moderat

Who is Entrepreneur ?
• An entrepreneur is an individual who starts a
business

venture

and is responsible for its

development.

• An individual who bears the risk of operating a
business in the face of uncertainty.
• One who organizes, manage and assumes the risk
of a business or enterprise.

Entrepreneur
Definition
 According to J.B.say, “Entrepreneur is an

Economic age

nt to unite all the means of production”
 An entrepreneur is an individual who takes moderate risks and

brings innovation.
 An entrepreneur is "one who undertakes an enterprise, es

pecially a contractor, acting as intermediately between capital

and labour."

Mental Ability – Entrepreneur must have creative thinking and must be able to analyze problems and
situations. He should be able to anticipate changes.

Business Secrecy – He should guard his business secrets from his
competitors.

Clear Objectives – He must have clear objectives as to the exact nature of business or the nature of goods to
be produced.

Human Relations – He must maintain good relation with his customers, employees, etc. To maintain good
relationship he should have emotional stability, personal relations, tactfulness and consideration.

Communication Ability – He should have good communication skills means both the sender and the
receiver should understand each others message.

Technical Knowledge – He should have sufficient technical knowledge..

Other Characteristics of an
entrepreneur
 Capacity and willingness to assume risk
 Willingness to hard work
 Vision and foresightedness

 Creative and imaginative thinking
 High need achievement
 Ability to maximize resources
 High degree of ambition

Functions of entrepreneur
 The determination of objectives of the enterprise & any change

of

those

objectives

&

conditions

required

are

made

advantageous.
 The development of an organization including excellent

relations with subordinates & all employees.
 Securing adequate financial resources, he relations with existing

& potential investors.
 The requisition of efficient technological equipment & the

revision of it as new machinery appeared.

Functions of entrepreneur
 The development of a market for the products & the

devising of new products to meet or anticipate

consumer’s demand
 The maintenance of good relations with government

authorities & with society at large.

Other Functions of entrepreneur
 Idea generation & scanning of the best idea
 Product analysis & market research
 Determination of ownership
 Raising necessary funds
 Recruitment of men

 Undertaking business opportunities
 Purchase machine& materials
 Promotional formalities
 New form of organization or industry
 Making profits

Knowledge & skills of an
Entrepreneur
 Management skills – the ability to manage time and people (both oneself and others)

successfully
 Communication skills (e.g. the ability to sell ideas and persuade others)

 The ability to work both as part of a team and independently
 Able to plan, coordinate and organise effectively

 Financial literacy
 Able to research effectively (e.g. available markets, suppliers, customers and the

competition)
 Self-motivated and disciplined
 Adaptable

Knowledge & skills of an
Entrepreneur
 An Innovative and creative thinker

 The ability to multi-task
 Able to take responsibility and make decisions
 The ability to work under pressure
 Perseverance
 Competitiveness

 Willingness to take risks (or at least not risk averse)
 Ability to network and make contacts

Traits Of The Successful
Entrepreneur
 Successful

businesspeople

have

many

traits

in

common with one another. They are confident and

optimistic. They are disciplined self starters. They are
open to any new ideas which cross their path.

Traits Of The Successful Entrepreneur.
1.Disciplined
 These individuals are focused on making their

businesses work, and eliminate any hindrances or

distractions to their goals. They have overarching
strategies and outline the tactics to accomplish them.
Successful entrepreneurs are disciplined enough to
take steps every day toward the achievement of their
objectives.

2. Confidence
 The entrepreneur does not ask questions about

whether they can succeed or whether they are worthy

of success. They are confident with the knowledge that
they will make their businesses succeed. They exude
that confidence in everything they do.

3. Open Minded
 Entrepreneurs realize that every event and situation is

a business opportunity. Ideas are constantly being

generated about workflows and efficiency, people
skills and potential new businesses. They have the
ability to look at everything around them and focus it
toward their goals.

4. Self Starter
 Entrepreneurs know that if something needs to be

done, they should start it themselves. They set the

parameters and make sure that projects follow that
path. They are proactive, not waiting for someone to
give them permission.

5. Competitive
 Many companies are formed because an entrepreneur

knows that they can do a job better than another. They

need to win at the sports they play and need to win at
the businesses that they create. An entrepreneur will
highlight their own company’s track record of success.

6. Creativity
 One facet of creativity is being able to make

connections between seemingly unrelated events or

situations.

Entrepreneurs

often

come

up

with

solutions which are the synthesis of other items. They
will repurpose products to market them to new
industries.

7. Determination
 Entrepreneurs are not thwarted by their defeats. They

look at defeat as an opportunity for success. They are

determined to make all of their endeavors succeed, so
will try and try again until it does. Successful
entrepreneurs do not believe that something cannot
be done.

8. Strong people skills
 The entrepreneur has strong communication skills to

sell the product and motivate employees. Most

successful entrepreneurs know how to motivate their
employees so the business grows overall. They are very
good at highlighting the benefits of any situation and
coaching others to their success.

9. Strong work ethic
 The successful entrepreneur will often be the first

person to arrive at the office and the last one to leave.

They will come in on their days off to make sure that
an outcome meets their expectations. Their mind is
constantly on their work, whether they are in or out of
the workplace.

10. Passion
 Passion is the most important trait of the successful

entrepreneur. They genuinely love their work. They are

willing to put in those extra hours to make the
business succeed because there is a joy their business
gives which goes beyond the money. The successful
entrepreneur will always be reading and researching
ways to make the business better.

Definition – Entrepreneurship
 Entrepreneurship is the process of seeking businesses opportunities
under conditions of risk.
 Process of creating something new and assuming the risks and

rewards.
 Entrepreneurship is the process of creating something new of value by
devoting

the

necessary time

acknowledging the necessary

effort,

by accepting

and

risks (financial, psychological, and

social), and receiving the resulting

satisfaction).

and

rewards(monetary and personal

E-Traits / “Type E” personality
Common Traits of Entrepreneurs:

 Aggressively pursues goals; pushes self and others.
 Seeks autonomy, independence and freedom from boundaries.
 Very focused.
 Acts quickly, often without deliberating.
 Pursues simple, practical solutions.

 Willing to take risks; comfortable with uncertainty.
 Exhibits clear opinions and values; has high expectations.
 “just do it” Positive, optimistic; communicates confidence.

Inventor and
Innovator

Inventor
is a person creates new
Thing.

Innovator
is a person who brings something new
in business.

The word entrepreneurship originates from

the

French

“to

word

entrependre,

which

means

undertake”.
Entrepreneurship

is

the

key

to

innovation,

productivity and effective competition.
When a person realizes his ability or capacity and
makes its practical use and establishes
business

unit

entrepreneurship.

this

activity

is

known

new
as

Concept of Entrepreneurship
 Entrepreneurship is an innovative function. It is a

leadership rather than an ownership. The process of
innovation may be in the form of
 Introduction of a

New Product

 Use of a New Method of production

 Opening of a New Market
 The conquest of New Source of supplying

Materials

Raw

Traditional
Concept

Modern
Concept

Ability and aptitude to
bear various types of
business related risk and
facing of uncertainties

The ability to establish
new enterprise, and
carrying out various new
improvements in the
enterprise.

Risk refers to the variability of outcomes (or
returns).
Entrepreneurs are “risk-taker”- people who
don’t fear anything in business.
Entrepreneurship involve taking of risks and
making

the

necessary investments

conditions of uncertainty.

under

Entrepreneurship is ability to connect and
coordinate the productive resources to
organize a venture and enterprise.
It is bringing together the factors of
production and to organize them.
Entrepreneur makes decisions about resource
allocations.

Entrepreneurship

is

the

process

of

bringing

together creative and innovative ideas and actions

with the management & leadership
mobilize the appropriate people,
operating resources to create

skills to
money and

wealth in the

process.
Entrepreneurs can translate their ideas into action
with management and leadership skills.

Innovation

is

the

specific

function

of

entrepreneurship.
It is the means by which the entrepreneur
either

create

new

wealth-

producing

resources or endows existing resources with
enhanced potential for creating wealth.
Joseph Schumpeter revived the concept of

entrepreneurship as an innovative function.

The person who are motivated with the need
for high achievement have a high level of
entrepreneurial activities.
They have a desire to be successful in
competitive situations.

Entrepreneurship is actively searching for
opportunities to do

new things

or to do

existing things in new ways for a profitable
business.
Potential entrepreneurs are always looking for
unique opportunities to fill needs and wants.

Entrepreneurs are economic agents who
transform demand into supply and they
transform resources into useful goods &
services, that lead to creation of wealth and
industrial growth.

This

is

a

modern

concept

of

entrepreneurship.
The entrepreneur becomes the change agent
who transforms the resources into useful
goods

and

services,

often

creating

the

circumstances that lead to industrial growth.

This is also a modern concept.
Through
services,

entrepreneurship,
transactions,

technologies
contribute

and

some

new

products,

approaches,

resources,

market
value

are

to

a

created

that

community or

marketplace.

Value

can

transformed
services.

be
into

createdoutput

When

resources

such as products

are
&

Entrepreneurship
Wage Employment
•

Work for Others

•

Follow Instructions

•

Routine Job

•

Earning is fixed,
never negative

•

Does not create

wealth
•

Can choose f r o m -

•

Government service

•

Public Sector

•

Private Sector

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Own Boss
Make own plans
Creative activity
Can be negative
sometimes,
generally surplus
Creates Wealth,
contributes to GDP
Can choose f r o m Industry
Trade or
Service Enterprise

ENTREPRENEUR

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

• PERSON

• PROCESS

• VISUALIZER

• VISION

• CREATOR

• CREATION

• ORGANIZER

• ORGANISATION

• INNOVATOR

• INNOVATION

•

PLANNER

• LEADER

• PLANNING

• LEADERSHIP

Pivot of Economic Development

Basis of Business
Organizer of Society’s Productive Resources
Contribution in Production of New Products
Development of New Production Techniques

Helpful in Capital Formation
Development of New Market
Establishment of New Industrial Enterprises
Contribution

in

Existing Enterprises

Development

&

Expansion

of

Help in bringing changes in Social Framework
Contribution in the formation of Industrial Climate

Contribution

to

generate

Employment

Opportunities
Contribution to raise the Standard of Living
Help in removing Regional Disparities
Encouragement to Investigation & Research

The Evolution Of Entrepreneurship Theory
• Adam Smith (1776): An entrepreneur is a person who act

as agent in

transforming demand into supply.

• JBSays (1803): An entrepreneur is a person who shifts resources f rom an area
of low productivity t o high productivity.

• John Stuart Mill (1871): An entrepreneur is a prime mover in the private
enterprise. The entrepreneur is the fourth factor of production after land,
labour and capital.

• Carl Menger (1871): The entrepreneur act as an economic agent who
transforms resources int o products and services. The entrepreneur transforms
and gives added value.

•

Alfred Marshall (1936):

The process of

entrepreneurship or business

development is incremental or evolutionary. It evolves fr om sole proprietorship

t o a public company.

Classification Of Entrepreneurs
• INNOVATING

ENTREPRENEURS:

introduces a new

one

who

goods, inaugurates new

method of production, discovers new market.

• IMITATING

ENTREPRENEURS:

These

are

characterized by readiness to adopt successful
innovations

inaugurated

entrepreneurs.

by

innovating

Classification
• FABIAN ENTREPRENEURS: These are characterized
by a great caution & scepticism in experimenting
any changes in their enterprises

• DRONE ENTREPRENEURS: These
by a refusal

are characterized

to adopt opportunities to make

changes in the production formulae even at the
cost of severely reduced returns relative to
other like producers.

the

Factors Affecting Entrepreneurial
Growth
FACTORS
AFFECTING

Economic
factor

Social
factor

Cultural
factor

Personality
factor

Entrepreneurial Traits
Trait

means

a

distinguishing

quality

or

characteristic belonging to a person. Some of
the entrepreneurial traits are:

• Innovation
• Passion
• Self discipline
• Flexibility

Intrapreneur
 An intrapreneur is defined as “any of

dreamer who do”

the

those who take hand on

responsibility of creating innovation of any kind
within the organization.
 The intrapreneur may be creator or inventor but

he is always a dreamer who finds out how to
turn an idea into a profitable reality

INTRAPRENEUR QUALITIES
•

Innovator

•

Visionary

•

Knowledgeable

•

Flexibility

•

Encourage teamwork

•

Diplomatic

•

Motivator

•

Open to discussion and idea

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF AN ENTREPRENEUR
TOWARDS:
•

Customers- sell quality products at fair price.

•

Society/community-

j ob

creation

and

environmental

observation.

•

Suppliers- be fair with his suppliers by paying them on time
as agreed upon

•

Staff- promote the welfare of his employees

•

Com petitors- observe business ethics with his competitors

Countr y- m ust pay the correct
government

amount of taxes to the

Women Entrepreneurs
 Women entrepreneurs are those who start a

small business either individual or
collectively with others by using the business
opportunities offered by the environment.

CHARACTERISTICS OF WOMEN
AS ENTREPRENEURS
Imaginative
Attribute to work hard
Persistence
Ability and desire to
take risk

Profit earning capacity

Accept challenges
 Ambitious
 Drive
 Enthusiastic
 Hard work
 Patience
 Industrious
 Motivator
 Skillful
 Unquenchable
optimism













Adventurous
Conscious
Educated
Determination to excel
Experienced
Intelligent
Perseverance
Studious
Keenness to learn and
imbibe new ideas

IMPORTANCE OF WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS
A good share of the population.
Traditionally outside the domain of economic
activities.

They must be made part of the economic
development, because it will ensure the economic &
social development of the women along with
providing more human resources to strengthen the
economy of the country.
The economic status of women is now accepted as an
indicator of a society’s stage of development.

Why Women Become Entrepreneurs?
PULL FACTORS
An urge to do something new
Liking for business
Need and perception of Women’s
Liberation, Equity, etc.
To gain recognition, importance and social
status.
To get economic independence
To build confidence
To developing risk-taking ability
To gain greater freedom and mobility

Push Factors
Death of bread winner Sudden
fall in family income
Permanent inadequacy in income of the

family
The category of push factors forms a negligible
percentage of women entrepreneurs.

THE NEW THRUST
•Harvard Experts feel that the basic quality of

efficient management is futuristic and outlook
and a capacity to

nurture and plan for the

future or unknown. This comes naturally to

women.
•But this inherent talent of woman and her
entrepreneurial
unaccounted.

skill go unrecognised and

BASIC PROBLEMS FACED WOMEN
ENTREPRENEURS


Her being a woman



Responsibility towards family, society and work



Male dominated society



Tough Competition with large scale units



Lack of business training



Lack of education



Low risk bearing ability



Obtaining credit



Non-awareness of facilities provided by government



Questions by licensing authorities



Marketing

Psycho-Social Barriers
•Poor self-image of women Inadequate
motivation
•Discriminating treatment
•Faulty socialisation
•Role conflict
•Cultural values
•Lack of courage and self-confidence

Psycho-Social Barriers
•Inadequate encouragement Lack of

social acceptance
•Unjust socio-economic and cultural system
freedom of expression
•Afraid of failures and criticism Susceptible
to negative attitudes

Non-persistent

attitude
•Low dignity of labour
•Lacking in leadership qualities

Lack of

Economic Development
 Economic development essentially means a process of upward change

whereby the real per capita income of a country increases over a period
of time.
 The role of entrepreneurship in economic development varies from

economy to economy depending upon its material resources, industrial
climate and the responsiveness of the political system to the

entrepreneurial function. The entrepreneurs contribute more in
favourable

opportunity

conditions.

Economic Development
 Economic development essentially means a process of

upward change whereby the real per capita income of a
country increases over a period of time. Entrepreneur plays
a vital role in economic development. Entrepreneurs serve
as the catalysts in the process of industrialization and

economic growth. Technical progress alone cannot lead to
economic

development,

unless

technological

breakthroughs are put to economic use by entrepreneurs.

Role entrepreneurship in the economic
development of our economy (India)
 Improvement in Per Capita Income:
 Entrepreneurs locate and exploit opportunities. They

convert the latent and idle resources like land, labour
and capital into national income and wealth in the
form of goods and services. They help increase Net
National Product and Per Capita Income in the
country.

Role entrepreneurship in the economic
development of our economy (India)
 Generation of Employment:

 Entrepreneur generate employment both directly and indirectly. By

starting their business they present an opportunity to others for work
by offering jobs.
 Balanced Regional Development:
 Entrepreneurs help to remove the regional disparities in the economic

development of areas. They set up industries in backward areas to avail
various substitutes and bring up the development of that region.

Role entrepreneurship in the economic
development of our economy (India)


Improvement in Living Standards:



Entrepreneur set up industry which introduce new products on a mass scale. They are at lower costs
and this helps to improve the standard of life of a common man.



Economic Independence:



Entrepreneurship is essential for national self-reliance. Industrialists help to manufacture substitutes
of imported products thereby reducing dependence on foreign countries. These businessmen also

export products thereby earning foreign exchange for the country.


Entrepreneurship does not emerge and grow spontaneously. There are various factors having both
positive and negative influence on the growth of entrepreneurship. (Positive influence imply
facilitating and conducive conditions whereas negative influences refer to factors inhibiting the
emergence of entrepreneurship).

Entrepreneur Vs Intrapreneur
Dimensions
Dependency

Entrepreneur
An entrepreneur is
independent in his
operations

Raising of funds

An entrepreneur
himself raise funds
required for an
enterprise
Entrepreneur bears the
risk involved in the
business

Risk

Operations

An entrepreneur
operates from outside

Intrapreneur
An intrapreneur’s
action is dependent on
the decision of
entrepreneur, the owner
Funds are not raised by
the intrapreneur

An intrapreneur does
not fully bear the risk
involved in the
enterprise.
An intrapreneur
operates from within
the organization itself.

What is Theory ?
• “facts do not speak for themselves’, they are read in the light
of theory”
•Stephen Jay Gould


According to Oxford Dictionary “it is supposition or system

of ideas explaining something, esp. one based on general
principles.”

An economic theory
 Given by Mark Casson in his book The Entrepreneur—An Economic
Theory
 Demand for entrepreneurship arise from the need to change and the
supply of entrepreneurship is limited.

 Four Qualities of Entrepreneur
1. Judgmental decisions.
2. Co-ordination of Scarce resources.
3. Motivated by Self Interest.

4. Imagination—entirely innate.

Risk bearing theory of Knight
•Prof. Knight’s theory is based on economic principles .
According to Risk –Bearing theory
1.

Entrepreneur earns profits because he undertakes risk

2.

The main function of an entrepreneur is to act in anticipation of future
events.

3.

Uncertainty-bearing is essential to production; therefore it is factor of

production and the reward for it is a part of normal cost of production.
4.

Profit is a payment for the assumption of risks the entrepreneur
undertake.

Evaluation of Knights Theory
• Entrepreneur has to cope with the various challenges

which is at once unknown and unpredictable i.e there lies
uncertainty.

Maslow felt that needs have a definite sequence of
dominations.

Innovation theory of
Schumpeter(1949)
Entrepreneur is a man who sees opportunity for
 introducing new techniques or commodity
 Improving organization.

 Development resources.
 Entrepreneur embarks upon new combination of factors of production
resulting in new product--termed as innovator.
 Entrepreneur is Dynamic

TYPE OF INNOVATIONS
• The introduction of new product.
• The introduction of new method of production
• The opening of new market
• The conquest of new source of raw material supply.
• Reorganization of any industry.

Features of Schumpeter Theory
•

High degree of risk and uncertainty in Schumpeterian World.

•

Highly motivated and talented individual.

•

Profit is merely an part of objectives of entrepreneurs.

•

Progress under capitalism is much slower than actually it is.

•

It is leadership rather than ownership which matters.

Evaluation Schumpeter’s theory
• It lays that entrepreneur played central part in rise of
modern capitalism.
• Entrepreneur is prime mover of economic development.

Leibenstein X-efficiency theory
“When an input is not used effectively the difference between the actual output and the
maximum output attributable to that input is measure of Degree of X— Efficiency.”

X - efficiency arises either because the firm’s resources are used in the wrong way or
because they are wasted, that is, not used all.

Types of Entrepreneurship
 Routine entrepreneurship
 Innovational entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurs must be able to perceive
1.buying and selling opportunities in different markets. 2.the

possibility of transforming input into output 3.determine the
profitable activities

Evaluation of Leibenstein’s theory
• It analyzes role of entrepreneur in terms of efficiency.
• It tells us why growth rate is different in different
countries.
• This theory shows that a firm will achieve maximum
efficiency when the firm minimizes cost.

Harvard School theory
•

Given by Cole (1949)

•

Envisages entrepreneurship as purposeful activity that initiate, maintain

and develop a profit oriented business in interaction with the internal
situation of the business or with the economic, political and social
circumstances surrounding the business.

•

Focus on two activities

--co-ordination activity
--sensitivity to the environment.

Theory of Market Eqilibrium by Hayek
According to Hayek “
 the absence of entrepreneurs in Neo –classical economics

is

intimately

associated

with

the

assumption

of

market

equilibrium.
Evaluation of Hayek theory

 This theory tells us that sectoral balance in economic system is essential
for steady economic development.

McClelland’s Achievement Motivation Theory
•

This is a psychological theory.

•

Developed by David Mc Clelland as an Achievement motivation theory.
Mc Clelland proposed that there are three major needs or motives for personnel accomplishments.
They are as follows:

1.

The need for achievement(nAch)

2.

The need for affiliation.(nAff)

3.

The need for power.(nPow)

Implications of Motives


Need for affiliation and need for power are driving force towards
entrepreneurship.



High level of achievement makes an entrepreneur.



Dreams of entrepreneur appear to be not to ‘get rich’ but to ‘get big’.

Tenets of McClelland’s theory
1. Economic developments depends on vigorous activities of a number of
individuals who behave in an entrepreneurial fashion.
2. Entrepreneurs

are motivated

by strong

need

for

achievement.
3. There is evidence is direct that this motivational complex has been
in shorter supply in poor countries than in rich countries.
4. To improve the condition of poor countries entrepreneurs are to be

increased.

Evaluation of McClelland’s theory
• It produced reason for difference in economic condition of

rich and poor countries or developed and underdeveloped
countries.
• It called the nations leaders to build up ambition into the
minds of the young people.
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Theory of Change
•

Propounded by Young.

•

According to it entrepreneurs have tendency to

i.

Describe situation as problem

ii.

Awareness of effort

iii.

Confidence in ability

iv.

Analyze the situation before decision making.

Theory of Change
Theory of change is based on society's incorporation of

reactive subgroups.
• According to it group becomes reactive when following
three conditions coincide…..
a) When a group experiences low status recognition.
b) When denied to access to important social networks
c) When the group has better institutional resources than
other groups in society at the same level.

Theory of Adjustment of Price
•

Given by Kirzner.

According to him entrepreneur has following characteristics
•

Adjustment of price is the main role of entrepreneur.

•

Alertness to disequilibrium.

•

Entrepreneur are unpredictable.

Evaluation
This theory lays stress on the behavior of the entrepreneur and its
quality of grabbing opportunities in the market.

Theory of Entrepreneurial Supply
•

It was propounded by John Kunkal in 1965.

•

It is based upon experimental psychology and sociological variables.

•

This behaviouristic model concerned with the activities of individuals
and their relations to both past, present and social structures and
physical condition.

Theory of Personal Resourcefulness
“Personal resourcefulness” is the belief in one’s own

capability for initiating actions directed towards
creation and growth of enterprise. Thus, it emphasize
on initiative rather than reaction.

Theory of Cultural Values
• Propounded by Thomas Cochran.
• Entrepreneurs are not super normal individual but they are society’s
modal personality.
• Performance of entrepreneur influenced by three factors:
i.

His own attitude towards his own occupation .

ii.

Operational requirement of job.

iii. The role expectations held by the sanctioning groups.

Conclusion
•

Every theorist has looked at the entrepreneur and entrepreneurship

on the basis of his perception, and therefore ,can at best ,provide
only a limited view of entrepreneurial phenomenon. No view is right
or wrong or more or less .

Entrepreneurial Development
Programme (EDP)
 Entrepreneurial development programme refers a

programme, which is designed to cap a person in

strengthening his entrepreneurial motive and in
acquiring skills and abilities required for performing
his role effectively. Thus it aims at developing
repreneurial motives and skills and thereby it helps in
playing entrepreneurial role effectively.

Entrepreneurial Development
Programme
NATURE

OR

CHARACTERISTICS

OF

ENTREPRENEURIAL

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
 it is an organised and systematic process of enhancing the motivation,

knowledge and skills of the potential entrepreneurs.


It is based on the belief that individuals can be developed, their
outlook can be changed and their ideas can be converted into action
through training.

 It develops first-generation entrepreneurs who on their own cannot

become successful entrepreneurs.

Entrepreneurial Development
Programme
 It is an Endeavour in human resource development.
 It emphasis on operational rather than academic training.
 It is regarded as a tool of industrialisation and a solution to

unemployment problem.
 It is catalyst for developing industry and economic programmes.
 It is not totally based on training. The whole process
 extends much beyond ’training'. Much of it is personal

counseling and support.

Objectives of EDPs
 Promotion of Cottage and Small Scale Industries: The

main objective of EDP is to provide, in the rural areas,

special programmes designed to stimulate new
ventures and encourage expansion of existing activities
of small and medium scale industries.

Objectives of EDPs
 Generation of Employment Opportunities : EDP aims to

encourage self-employment among potential entrepreneurs.
It generates employment and self-employment opportunities

in the processing of indigenous raw materials for local
consumption and for exports.
 Promotion of First-Generation Businessmen: One of the main

objective

of

EDP

is

to

encourage

first

generation

entrepreneurs who do not have any business background.

Objectives of EDPS
 TO Create Awareness about Availability of the Resources :

It, aims to Create Awareness about the available resources,
such as raw material, technology etc. in the prospective
entrepreneurs.
 To import Training • The main objective of EDP is to train

potential entrepreneurs. It imparts training in managerial
understanding and skills. It also provides post training
assistance and monitoring facilities.

Objectives of EDPS
 To Develop a Broad Vision: One of the objective of EDP is to develop

the broad vision to see the business as a whole and to integrate its
functions with it.
 To Remove Doubts of Entrepreneurs and to give solution to their

Problems : New entrepreneurs have to face many problems in the
establishment and operation of business. To remove doubts of
entrepreneurs and to give solution to their problem is one of the main
aims of EDP. It helps the entrepreneurs to set or reset the objectives of
their business and work individually and along with his group for their
realization.

Role of EDPs
 EDPs have great role and relevance in increasing the

supply of new entrepreneurs to accelerate the process

of industrialization. It is widely accepted that persons
interested to become entrepreneur will be greatly
helped if appropriate training and development
programmes are made available to them.

Need/Importance of EDPs


Eliminating Poverty and Unemployment: Most of the under
developed countries are confronted with the chronic problem
of unemployment. EDPs can help these unemployed people in

getting self employment and at the same time generating
employment opportunities for others. Various programs
initiated by the government like NREP (National Rural

Employment

Programme,

Development programmel
unemployment problem.

IRDP
etc. are

(Integrated
aimed

at

Rural
tackling

Need/importance of EDPs
 Balanced Regional Development : Successful EDPs help in accelerating the pace of

industrialization resulting in the reduction of concentration of economic power. Small
scale units can be set up in remote areas with little financial resources and it helps in
achieving balanced regional development. EDPs aimed at promoting small scale units are

more useful for balanced regional development than medium and large scale units.
 Economic Growth : The relevance of EDPs can be clearly understood by their role in the

economic development of developing countries like India. Such programmes create
many entrepreneurs who are able to establish small and micro enterprises which require

less investment in funds. It increases new investment and bring innovations. All these
activities in turn stimulate the economic growth.

Need/Importance of EDPs


Optimum use of Locally Available Resources : The EDPs can help
in harnessing locally available resources by training and educating
the entrepreneurs. Since abundant resources are available locally,

proper use of these resources will help in creating a healthy base for
sound economic growth and rapid industrialization. EDPs also
help in minimising excessive scraps, defective output and wastage

in the production process.

Need/Importance of EDPs
 Promote Innovations : Entrepreneurial Development Programmes initiate the people for

innovations and creativity. EDPs have become a vital strategy for harnessing the vast
untapped human skills, to channelize them into accelerating industrialization.
 Defuses Social Tension : Every youth feels frustrated if he does not get employment after

completing his education. The surplus young energies can be diverted to selfemployment careers to help the country. This may defuse social tension and unrest
among youth.
 Development of Entrepreneurship Qualities : Thus the EDPs are needed to induce

achievement motivation and develop entrepreneurial characteristics or competencies
among young persons through training with a view to making them successful future
entrepreneurs.

Need/Importance of EDPs


Preventing Industrial Slums: More industrial units are
located in highly congested areas and it leads to creation
of industrial slums. EDPs help in removal of these slums
as entrepreneurs are provided with various schemes,
incentives, subsidies and infrastructural facilities to set up
their own enterprises in all the places. It will help in
controlling industrial slums and also reduces pollution,
traffic congestion and overcrowding in developed areas.

Need/Importance of EDPs


Fulfillment of Dreams : EDP is necessary to motivate the
potential entrepreneurs to convert their dreams

 Successful Launching of New Units : EDP develops motivation, competence

and skills necessary for successful launching management and growth of the
enterprise .
 Development of Rural and Backward Areas : If new enterprises are set up in

backward and rural areas of a developing country like India, they are sure to
mitigate poverty in such areas and also to remove lopsided economic
development that is, concentration of business enterprises in urban areas only.

Role of Government in Organizing
EDPs
 After independence of our country the Government of

India decided to promote the entrepreneurial activity
through various incentives in both industrially backward
and rural areas. The thrust of these programmes was to
provide, technological, financial, market and

morale

support to the potential entrepreneurs, who can act as a
catalytic agents of change and development.

Phases of EDP
 An EDP possesses the following three phases:
1.

Pre-training Phase.

2. Training Phase.
3. Post-training Phase i.e. Follow up Phase.

Pre-training Phase
 Pre-training

phase refers to the activities and

preparatory work made before the actual conduct of

training. In this phase, actually preparations are made
for launching the programme.

Pre-Training Phase
It involves the following activities:
*Selection of entrepreneurs

* Selection of Area
*Selection of Course Co-ordinator

*Arrangement of infrastructure
*Formulating Programme

Training Phase
 It involves three phases in it, which are as follows:

1. Raising Motivational Level i.e. Confidence Building
 The entrepreneurial training programmes are normally designed

so as to raise their motivation to a higher level. Each session in
the training programme should aim at strengthening their
confidence and expanding their vision. Motivational level must
be raised to a greater extent because only motivated participants
will take effort to start a venture.

Training Phase
2. Improvement of Managerial Talents
 Management of a project is a difficult task. However, it can be done easily, if the

entrepreneur is well versed with the techniques of management. They must be made to
understand the basic principles of management. They must be made to realize the
 Benefits and significance of the management functions like planning, organizing,

staffing, controlling and coordinating. It must be explained that the management
functions are to be applied to all the functional areas of management such as
production,
 Finance, marketing and human resource. The various techniques involved in the

management process must be explained. To sum up their skills in managing an
enterprise must be improved.

Training Phase
3. Developing the Technical Competence
 During the course of the training programme, a

candidate may select one or more Products for
manufacture.
 The technical competence suitable to the product

selected should be developed in the participants.

Post-Training Phase
 Post-training phase refers to follow-up stage. In this phase,

assessment as to how far the objectives of the programme
have been achieved has been made. It indicates past

performance, drawbacks if any in the past work and
suggests guidelines for formulate future policies.
 During this phase, participants are given support to start

their ventures. This is a important phase because it is at
this stage that an entrepreneur is in need of counseling
advice and moral backing.

Post-Training Phase
 Activities in Post-training Phases:
a) Follow- up

b) Review the pre- training work
c) Review the process of training programmes

d) Review past training approach

Role Of Govt. In Promoting
Entrepreneurship
 The government plays an important role in the development of

entrepreneurship. The central and state governments have set up a
number of institutions to promote entrepreneurship. They are:
i.

Small Industries Development Organization ‐

SIDO formulates

policies for the development of small scale industries in the country.
It provides support for promotion of rural entrepreneurship.
ii.

Management Development Institute ‐ MDI conducts management

development programs to improve managerial effectiveness in the
industry.

Role of Govt. In Promoting
Entrepreneurship
iii. Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India ‐ EDI

has helped to set up twelve state‐level exclusive
entrepreneurship development institutes and centres.
iv. All India Small Scale Industries Board ‐ AISSIB advises

the Government on all issues related to the small scale

sector. It determines the programmes and policies for the
development of small scale industries.

Role Of Govt. In Promoting
Entrepreneurship
v.

National Institution of Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Development ‐
different

NIESBUD supervises the activities of the

agencies

involved

in

the

entrepreneurial

development programmes.
vi.

National
Training ‐

Institute

of

Small

Industries

Extension

The objective of the institute is to direct and

coordinate the syllabi for training of small entrepreneurs. It
organizes seminars for small entrepreneurs and managers.

Role Of Govt. In Promoting
Entrepreneurship
vii. National Small Industries Corporation Ltd. ‐

NSIC

provides a vast‐market for the products of the small

industries through its marketing network. It also
helps the small units in exporting their products to
foreign countries.

MSME Policy
 The primary goal of Industrial and MSME Policy

Resolutions was to advance industrial development

and furthermore decide the example of state help to
small industrial units for satisfying financial targets.
The advancement of businesses has been viewed as an
essential component of the development system
hidden Five Year plans.

MSME Policy
 The appearance of a planned economy from 1951 and the

consequent industrial policy pursued by the Government
of India, both government and organizers reserved a
specific position of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
in the Indian economy. Government’s targets and goals

towards industry, including small scale industry were
declared through Industrial Policy Resolutions (IPRs).

Industrial Policy Resolution, 1991
 For the first time, the Government of India postponed the new MSME

Policy titled approach measures for advancing, reinforcing and
enhancing little, modest and town undertakings in the Parliament on

August 6, 1991. This strategy augmented as far as possible for the minor
segments expelled the professional limitations and perceived business
and industry related services as small industrial units keeping pace
with the modest units. The Small and Ancillary Industries were

exempted from authorizing for all articles of manufacture, which were
not secured by the public sector.

Industrial Policy Resolution, 1991
 The investment of 0.5 million and other area conditions

was withdrawn. All business linked services and business
ventures with an investment limit as those of modest
undertakings, regardless of area, were perceived as small
industrial

units.

Another

plan

of

incorporated

infrastructural advancement for small industrial units was
given the cooperation of State Government and Financial
Institutions.

The New Industrial Policy, 1999
 The rising financial scenario in the changed labialized and

aggressive monetary environment required basic and major
changes in the policy structure set up of the improvement of SSI.

The fundamental goal of the Industrial Policy, 1999 was to make
a friendly situation for the small industrial units to adapt to the
rising difficulties of globalization. To concentrate completely on

the advancement and improvement of small industrial units, a
different Ministry of Small Industrial Units and Agro and Rural
Industries was made.

The New Industrial Policy, 1999
 The policy initiatives were: The yearly turnover limit for computation of working capital cutoff

for smaller industrial units was raised to Rs. 5 crores from Rs. 4 Crores. The greatest roof limit
for Composite Loan Scheme has expanded to Rs. 5 lakhs. To increment the credit flow to small
industrial units, another credit insurance scheme was launched. Small Industrial units

delivering goods in provincial territories are permitted excise exemption on third‐party
branded merchandise. The meaning ofsmall and auxiliary industrial units was changed by
lessening venture limit in plant and hardware to Rs. 1 crore from Rs. 3 crores. Special package
for the upgrading of small and town enterprises in North Eastern areas was reported. The

industrial units in the North Eastern Region were given an exception from extract obligation
for a long time from the date of the beginning of production Special accentuation was given to
the units which have high export potential.

The New Industrial Policy, 1999
 Through the ministry, the Government has achieved

changes in approaches and development support that need
to empower quick and considerable development of

MSMEs in India and give them an aggressive edge over
their worldwide nations. A few projects and strategies have
been illustrated here. The facilities can be arranged into

three: MSME Policy initiatives, Institutional help, and
credit allotment. The accompanying diagram demonstrates
three classified policies

Schemes For Financing Micro,
Small And Medium Enterprises
 Repayment For Iso‐9000 Certification Scheme The

scheme was begun in March 1994, and it gives up to

Rs. 75,000 for every small industrial unit which
procured ISO‐9000 Certification. Since the beginning
of the scheme of ISO‐9000 repayment, 4101 small
industrial units to the tune of Rs. 1944 crore have been
profited .

Laghu Udyami Credit Card Scheme
 presented in November 2001, has been executed by

the banks for giving borrower‐friendly credit facilities

to small venture. Credit Guarantee Fund Trust Scheme
For Micro And Small Industries The plan covers
guarantee free credit facility reached out by qualified
loaning establishments to new and existing Micro and
Small Enterprises up to Rs. 50 lakh per borrowing unit.

Credit Guarantee Fund Trust Scheme
For Micro And Small Industries
 The plan covers guarantee free credit facility reached

out by qualified loaning establishments to new and

existing Micro and Small Enterprises up to Rs. 50 lakh
per borrowing unit.

National Equity Fund Scheme
(NEF)
 The target of NEF Scheme is to provide equity type finance

to business visionaries for setting up new tasks in the tiny
or small industrial sector for undertaking extension,
modernization, technology upgradation and enhancement
of

existing

modest,

Small

Industries

and

Service

Enterprises and for reinstallation of practical wiped out
units. In this scheme, the expense ought not to surpass Rs.
50 Lakhs.

Integrated Infrastructure
Development Scheme (IIDS)
 IIDS was launched in 1994 with the target of giving

essential

infrastructural

facilities

like

Power

Distribution network, Telecommunication, Water,
Roads, Drainage and Pollution control facility, Storage,
Banks,

and

Marketing

outlets,

Common

administration facilities and Technological backup
administrations, and so on.

MSME Policy Development Act of
2006
 The MSME Policy Development Act of 2006 is maybe the

most significant of these ongoing strategy changes. The
development of small scale businesses can be assessed in

two different ways: To look at the development rates of
units. Work, exports and output of Small‐scale enterprises
in 2000 with that of the 1990s.To determine the adjustment

in the overall commitment of Small Scale venturesto GDP,
Exports and Organized Sector work during the 2000s with
that of 1990s.

MSME Policy Development Act of
2006
 The small scale sector has become quickly throughout the years. The

time of development and the improvement of the MSMEs sector
comprised a critical portion of our economy. MSME Policy is an

essential portion of the Indian industrial sector and would keep on
assuming an urgent job in the Indian Economy later on. It additionally
got tremendous measures of remote investments into the nation and
gave work opportunities to numerous individuals in the nation which

in its turn diminished the dimension of poverty in the nation. A
compensating feature of financial development in India has been a
noteworthy development of current MSMEs.

What Are Small Scale
Industries?
•

The industries which are organized on a small scale and
produce goods with the help of small machines, hired

labor and power are called as small scale industries.
Scale Industry is defined as a unit in which investment

in original value of plant and machinery should not
exceed Rs. 1.5 crore

Government Polices For
Small Scale Industries
Reservation for Manufacturing:
Reservation of items for exclusive manufacture sector statutorily
provided for in the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act,

1951, has been one of the important policy measures for promoting
this sector. The Reservation Policy has two objectives:Ensure increased production of consumer goods in the small scale

sector.
Expand employment opportunities through setting up of small
scale industries.

